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Increased urbanisation drastically reduces the area a mobile Internet Service Provider
(ISP) may be required to cover to provide a reasonable service. While ISP networks
are constantly being upgraded, market pressures may influence the order in which
these upgrades will be performed, prioritising denser populational centres while leav-
ing the more sparsely populated regions of a country relegated to older and slower
infrastructure. In such places, there is still value in reducing the amount of data
required by Voice over IP (VoIP) applications to execute calls through the Internet.
This thesis proposes the combined use of speech-to-text to encode the message
being transmitted with a text-to-speech synthesiser to decode the message back into
audible waves, resulting in great savings in bandwidth. A black-box experiment was
conducted to analyse the performance of 10 popular Mobile VoIP applications on
the Android platform with respect to both network usage and perceived quality of
the call. There was a clear correlation between the quality reported by the users and
the amount of data used by the application to represent the conversation. Finally,
another experiment was executed to test the viability of using a speech-to-speech
pipeline as a coding method by measuring the average Word Error Rate (WER) of
the users when transcribing Semantically Unpredictable Sentences (SUS) presented
by either a prerecorded human voice or that of a synthesised one. The experiment
demonstrated a very small WER difference between the prerecorded human speeches
and the synthesised speeches.
In conclusion, the results of our experiments imply that a speech-to-speech pipeline
can be used in replacement of regular speech coding for massive data savings at the
cost of the extra-textual information. Additionally, this speech-to-speech pipeline
can be made entirely independent of traditional Cloud-based solutions.
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2G Second Generation (2G); the first digital
systems implemented before the creation
of the 3GPP which introduced the capa-
bilities of SMS and data transference to
the mobile networks (3GPP, 2020).
3G Third Generation (3G); an evolution of
technologies already in use by in 2G net-
works, which enabled faster data rates
for mobile devices (3GPP, 2020).
3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project; is
a union of several international organ-
isations responsible for telecommunica-
tions standards development which pro-
vides a stable environment for the pro-
duction of Reports and Standards that
define its technologies (3GPP, 2020).
4G Fourth Generation (4G); an upgrade to
3G networks, gradually implemented via
intermediary standards and greatly ex-
panded the possible of the networks
beyond the Telecommunications sector
(3GPP, 2020).
5G Fifth Generation (5G); the next major
step in Mobile Networks, currently yet to
be implemented by the carriers (3GPP,
2020).
channel The collection of all time slots allocated
to a single transmitter
codec Portmanteau of the words ”coder” and
”decoder”; in the analog world denotes
the equipment responsible for convert-
ing signals between their analog and dig-
ital counterparts. In the digital world
it also refers to algorithms that con-
vert between digital formats, and may or
may not provide companding and cryp-
tographic qualities to the data being pro-
cessed.
companding Portmanteau of the words ‘compress-
ing’ and ‘expanding’; much more preva-
lent in the analogue world, defines algo-
rithms used to fit broader signal ranges
into narrower bands
cps Codes per second
dB(A) Weighted measurement of the sound
pressure levels. A-weighting is typically
used to measure environmental noise.
frame The collection of all time slots in a trans-
mission cycle.
full duplex mode In contrast to “half duplex
mode”, devices connected in networks
operating in “full duplex mode” have a
dedicated medium for transmission and
for reception of messages. In such con-
figurations, a central bridge is often re-
quired to connect all devices to each
other. (LAN/MAN Standards Comittee
of the IEEE Computer Society, 2018)
fullband Audio frequencies between 20 to 20000
Hz. Recordings in fullband encompass
the entire human hearing spectrum.
half duplex mode Devices connected to a network
in “half duplex mode” share one com-
mon medium for transmission and re-
ception of messages. When operating
in such mode, network protocols are re-
quired to have provisions to prevent and
correct the possible collisions when two
or more devices transmit data simultane-
ously. (LAN/MAN Standards Comittee
of the IEEE Computer Society, 2018)
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
ITU International Telecommunication Union
(ITU)’s website describes this organisa-
tion as the United Nations specialised
agency for information and communica-
tion technologies. It was created to co-
ordinate standardisation efforts of global
telecommunications.
ITU-T ITU - Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) is
the ITU sector responsible for the de-
velopment of global telecommunications




LKFS Loudness K-weighted, relative to Full
Scale; A standard loudness measurement
unit defined by ITU BS.1770.
lookup table Sometimes abbreviated as LUT, are
simple data structures used to map an
input x to the output y, and can typi-
cally be searched with O(1) efficiency.
multiplexing The act of combining multiple differ-
ent signals into a single shared medium
narrowband Audio frequencies between 300 to 3400
Hz. Traditionally, this is the bandwidth
used by PSTNs.
PCM Pulse Code Modulation; Vide Section
2.2.2
PSTN Public Switched Telephony Network; a
group of networks used by telephony
operators to provide telecommunication
services to fixed telephones and mobile
devices
RFC Request For Comments; Each distinct
version of an Internet standards-related
specification is published as part of the
“Request for Comments” (RFC) docu-
ment series. RFC publication is the di-
rect responsibility of the RFC Editor,
under the general direction of the Inter-
net Architecture Board (IAB). (Bradner,
1996)
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio; represents the ra-
tio between the desired signal and the
resulting signal after transformation and
can be used to measure the amount of
error introduced by a codec
TDM Time-division Multiplexing; Vide Sec-
tion 2.1.1
time slot A sliver of time dedicated to a transmit-
ter.
toll quality A call with quality comparable to a
standard PSTN call
True peak The absolute peak of a waveform.
VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol; a group
of technologies that allow users to use
the Internet as a medium for voice com-
munications in replacement of the usual
PSTN used by regular telephony
wideband Audio frequencies between 50 to 7000
Hz. Audio samples recorded using this
bandwidth are considered High Defini-
tion (HD).
window function A mathematical function that
produces a curve of a specific shape, typ-





The last decade marked an important shift in the distribution of the population of the world,
which is now mostly concentrated in urban centres in all continents of the world except Africa,
with 42% of its population living in cities and projected to cross the 50% mark somewhere in
the 2030’s (United Nations and Social Affairs, 2018).
In parallel to this increase in urbanisation, there has been an increase in the number of
devices connected to the Internet, which can be seen on Cisco Systems, Inc. (2020)’s Global
Mobile Forecast Update. This is an annual publication which analyses the current trends
of Internet utilisation in attempt to predicts trends for five years after every release date.
According to their latest report, over 70% of the global population will have access to mobile
connectivity by 2023 but, despite this continuous improvement of broadband mobile network
access, the coverage of the faster 4G networks1 is still predicted to reach less than 50% of the
global population by 2023.
In Ireland, the State Agency responsible for regulation of the communications sectors is
the Commission for Communications Regulation (ComReg). This regulatory agency provides a
Service Coverage Map, accessible in (Comission for Communications Regulation, 2019), which
represents the coverage offered by all of the currently active mobile internet service providers
in the country using a series of heat maps overlaid on top of the map of the island. As of the
time of writing, these maps are divided by service provider and network technology.
1Mobile networks are usually referred to by their generational number instead of the actual technology used
behind the scenes, as the name of such technologies are too descriptive cannot be easily distinguished by the
general public. Additionally, different countries may implement changes to the network standards in order to
comply to particularities such as local laws, rules and policies, geography, bandwidth conflicts, etc. A new
number is usually introduced to denote a compatibility break between the previous and the new technology
and most likely will require the user to acquire a new device compatible with the new standard to fully take
advantage of all the new features it provides.
The international standardisation body responsible for mobile telecommunications protocols is the 3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP). As of writing, 2G, 3G and 4G networks are the current standards in




Figure 1.1: 2G, 3G and 4G coverage map for Vodaphone in Ireland.
Figure 1.1 is an example of one of the maps provided by ComReg and represents the coverage
provided by Vodafone. In this map, it is possible to observe how much the quality of the 4G cov-
erage degrades as we move far away from big urban centres and highways. It also demonstrates
how older infrastructure often provides better coverage for long-established services providers.
Additionally, it is possible to find areas on these maps where there is no coverage even for
2G connections. At the time of writing, the same pattern can be observed for all the service
providers listed on ComReg’s website.
Furthermore, Ireland, as most European countries, enjoys a fairly high mobile network
coverage, with 99% of its population having access to at least 3G networks (World Bank and
ITU, 2018). In contrast, countries considered as “lower middle income”1 by the World Bank and
ITU (2018) have, in average, only 79% of their population covered. In “low income” countries2
this number can be as low as 56%.
In such countries, there may be very little incentive to invest in full territorial coverage,
as the cost of deploying new infrastructure or upgrading the existing ones may outweigh the
returns provided by the additional users connected to the network. This problem may be
aggravated in large countries, where urban centres event are more dispersed and remote areas
can very distant from the closest network cells.
As a result, densely populated areas may be prioritised, leaving rural and remote areas to
be covered by slower infrastructure. In such areas, users may be required to deploy their own
equipment, be it satellite or directed radio, to enable access to the internet. These solutions
may also be employed in situations where local networks are too unreliable or insecure for the
purpose of the organisation. Sadly, such technologies tend to be very expensive to implement
and may severely limit the types of applications the user may adopt.
This research aims to propose a codec that reduces bandwidth and data usage by Mobile
VoIP applications while maintaining comparable perceived quality, making them cheaper and
more efficient to use on expensive, slower or overloaded networks.
1Gross National Income (GNI) per capita between US$1,006 and US$3,955.
2GNI per capita of US$1,005 or less
2
1.1 Aims and Objectives
1.1 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this dissertation is to address the possibility of reducing data consumption while
maintaining a reasonable level of intelligibility in the context of Mobile Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) calls.
To achieve this goal, a series of objectives will first need to be achieved:
• A review of the Speech Coding literature to access the current state-of-the-art.
• An assessment of various Mobile VoIP applications, to contrast the literature with the
current practical applications in place in industry.
• An evaluation of a speech-to-speech pipeline as a replacement of standard speech codecs,
and the effects of such change in the transmitted message intelligibility.
1.2 Research Questions
Motivated by the reasons discussed by the previous section, we have derived the following
research question:
Q. Is it possible to reduce data usage in a conversation with no significant reduction of the
intelligibility of the message?
To answer this question, a number of other questions must first be addressed:
Q.1 What is the current State of the Art in Speech Coding?
Q.2 How do existing codecs compare?
Q.3 What are the trade-offs and assumptions in which they are based?
Q.4 Can speech-to-speech encoding be used in place of regular codecs?
1.3 Methodology
To address the questions asked in the previous section, this research uses a mixed-methods
approach with a combination of qualitative and quantitative experiments, later described in
sections 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1.
1.4 Research Contribution
The primary research contribution of this work is the evaluation of the impacts of using a speech-
to-speech pipeline in replacement of standard speech coding methods on the intelligibility of
the message transmitted, as well as to demonstrate it is possible to achieve this goal locally,
without the use of cloud-based services.
Additionally, we propose a network structure that could be used by mobile application




The remaining chapters of this dissertation are as follows:
Chapter 2 is a literature review of the subjects approached in the current state of the art of
speech coding.
Chapter 3 describes the speech-to-speech pipeline method used for speech compression in
this work.
Chapter 4 is an analysis of 10 mobile VoIP applications selected by the number of downloads
at Google’s Play Store, comparing them with respect to their network performance as well as
their perceived quality.
Chapter 5 proposes the use of a speech-to-speech pipeline to drastically reduce the amount of
data consumption used by a mobile VoIP call, while providing data to analyse its performance
against a regular voice codec under multiple packet losses situations.
Chapter 6 explored the possible future works in the field of Speech Coding that could be
derived from this work.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions and evaluates the results of the experiments. Additionally, it
also suggests future works that could follow on from this research.
Additionally, this work includes a series of appendices:
• Appendix A presents the GitHub repository containing all the code produced by this
research.
• Appendix B includes all the papers published during the course of this research.
4
2
State of the Art
This chapter aims to discuss the current state of the art in speech coding, speech transcription
and speech synthesis.
2.1 Network and Telephony
Before exploring the current State of the Art in the field of Speech Coding, it is important
to mention some works and ideas pertaining to the fields of Networking and Telephony, which
some of the works of the former draw inspiration from or use as one their building blocks.
2.1.1 Time-Division Multiplexing
An early example of digital encoding was Baudot (1874)’s “Telegraphe Rythmique” which,
according to Joindot et al. (2008) could be considered “one of the first examples of digital
multiplex transmission, but limited to telegraphy”. Joindot et al. (2008) also describes Baudot’s
mechanism as a synthesis of previous inventions, namely 5-bit encryption codes and Morse-to-
letter printers, with the addition of a keyboard encoder for transmitters and a 5-bit decoder
for receivers. Most importantly, Baudot implemented a mechanical synchronisation device
responsible for allowing up to four telegraph operators to transmit messages using the same
line. The device worked by allocating equal shares of time where the operators would listen for
an auditory signal and then input the next character of their messages in a circular order. This
machine also included a synchronisation signal at the end of all characters, ensuring the desirable
rotor speed would always be maintained. As detailed in Das (1960)’s description of the machine,
constant and predictable rotor speed was crucial for preventing the receiver from getting out
of step with the transmitter. This method, now known as Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM),
allowed multiple machines to share the same medium for both transmission and reception of
messages.
Plonus (2001) defines TDM as a method for combining many low-speed signals into a single
high-speed pulse train. A synchroniser mechanism divides the use of a shared medium into
equal-sized time windows, also known as time slots, between all transmitters in a round-robin
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Figure 2.1: Time-division Multiplexing.
manner, as illustrated by figure 2.1. A frame is composed of all time slots contained in a
single transmission cycle, containing a single transmission opportunity per transmitter. On the
other hand, a channel is the collection of all time slots, past and future, allocated to a single
transmitter. Each transmitter is expected to only act upon the medium during its allocated
time slots and to politely give up control of said medium before the next agent takes over.
The receiver device assumes all channels will always be in use and arrive in the same order.
Therefore, the transmitter must always write some data during its allocated time slots, even
if said data is just an empty state. In the end, the transmitted message will contain all the
channels interleaved together into a single stream of information. This process is commonly
known as multiplexing.
On the receiving side, another synchroniser mechanism will be responsible for dividing the
arriving signal into the appropriate number of frames and time slots. As with the transmitters,
the mechanism assumes the receiving devices will only access the medium exclusively at their
allocated time slots. This process is defined as demultiplexing.
The multiplexing and demultiplexing processes described in this section are strongly coupled.
Consequently, if the configuration of one machine in the system changes, all the other machines
are forced to implement similar changes to stay in synchrony with each other. Such problems
would later be addressed by Link Layer protocols such as the Ethernet, where in half-duplex
operation the transmitter must listen for a moment of silence in the medium before transmitting
and must wait a random amount of time in case a collision has been detected (LAN/MAN
Standards Comittee of the IEEE Computer Society, 2018). This does not happen in full-duplex
mode, as this mode assumes both sides of the connection will have one dedicated medium
for transmission and one for reception of data (LAN/MAN Standards Comittee of the IEEE
Computer Society, 2018).
Despite its application in network protocols, multiple speech coding algorithms use a multi-
plexing mechanism akin to TDM to interweave multiple channels of data into a single stream.
Examples of such applications include audio and video streams containing multiple channels
used to represent various types of time-sensitive information, such as pixel colours and trans-
parency, positional sound, and even some types of control metadata.
2.1.2 The OSI Reference Model
In parallel with the initial incarnations of what we now call the Internet, the International Orga-
nization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
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Commitee (CCITT)1 were working, mostly independently, on the development of conventions
and standards for communications between network systems (Kumar et al., 2014). According
to Kumar et al. (2014), these works were combined to form a series of documents describing a
reference model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI), namely the ISO 7498 and the ITU-T
X.200 series.
The ITU-T (1994b) defines a “Real System” as “a set of one or more the associated software,
peripherals, terminals, human operators, physical processes, information transfer means, etc.,
that forms an autonomous whole capable of performing information processing and/or infor-
mation transfer.” and a “Open System” as the representation within the Reference Model of
the aspects of OSI-compliant real systems that are pertinent to OSI.
Under the OSI Reference Model, networks are divided in multiple layers which are only
capable to communicate with other open systems by using the services provided by the previous
layer (ITU-T, 1994b). Entities within the same layer are able to exchange Data Units with each
other by following a set of rules and formats, or protocols. A “data unit” is the information
exchanged between entities within the same layer, which can be divided into one of two types:
• Protocol Control Information: Data used to coordinate the operation of the protocol. In
this work, it will also be referred as “headers”.
• User Data: The actual data being transferred between systems. In this work, it will also






Figure 2.2: Data Unit encapsulation in the OSI Reference Model
To transfer data, a service protocol must encapsulate the header and the payload received
from superior layers into its own User Data field, which will be sent to inferior layers alongside
its associated Control Information. This is more clearly represented in figure 2.2.
The Reference Model specifies an architecture containing seven layers, each designed to serve
an specific purpose:
• Application Layer (Layer 7): The highest layer in the OSI Model, it serves as an interface
between the application and the network stack.
• Presentation Layer (Layer 6): This layer is responsible for converting the data from an
application-friendly format to a transmission-friendly one, and vice-versa.
1The CCITT has since been succeeded by the Telecommunications Standardardization Sector of the Inter-
national Telecommunications Union (ITU-TS).
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Figure 2.3: Data flow of a transmission using the OSI Model
• Session Layer (Layer 5): It is responsible to establish a session-connection between the
entities, capable of orderly data exchange interactions.
• Transport Layer (Layer 4): Transparently handles the transport of data and provides
services such as sequence control, error detection, error recovery, flow control, and quality
of service monitoring in an end-to-end basis.
• Network Layer (Layer 3): Provides the functionality of routing and relaying the data
around a network to the Transport Layer. It is also responsible for uniquely identifying
the endpoints of a communication.
• Data Link Layer (Layer 2): It is responsible for handling the data transfer between
different physical layer connections and provides similar services to Layer 4’s, but in a
node-to-node basis.
• Physical Layer (Layer 1): This layer abstracts the peculiarities of the transmission medium
and is the lowest layer in the OSI Model.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the flow of data between a transmitter open system Tx and a
receiver Rx, and how no data is actually exchanged before the entire stack is packaged by the
physical layer.
2.1.3 The TCP/IP Model
The TCP/IP Model, is a more pragmatic approach to the problem of network interoperability
and was developed using lessons learned from multiple different past architectures (Braden,
1989), one of which being the ARPAnet; a wide-area network connecting multiple computers of
8
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the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the United States Department of Defense
(Postel, 1981a).
Similarly to the OSI Model, the TCP/IP network architecture is divided into multiple layers,
each with their own scope and responsibilities. However, this model does not support the use of
strict layering and argues that such strict policy can be challenging to implement in real-world
scenarios, as protocols in different layers could interact in very subtle ways (Braden, 1989; Nath
and Uddin, 2015). In such cases, implementors are allowed to break strict layering during the
development of their implementations. The presence of a “protocol” field in the headers of an









Figure 2.4: Data flow of a transmission using the OSI Model
Another difference between the two models is the number of layers described in their imple-
mentation. The TCP/IP Model only describes the following layers (Braden, 1989):
• Application Layer: The highest layer of the TCP/IP Model, it combines functionalities
of the top three layers in the OSI model.
• Transport Layer: Provides end-to-end communication services. In this model, there are
two primary protocols: The connection-oriented Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
and the connection-less datagram service, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
• Internet Layer: It is responsible for addressing, type-of-service specification, fragmenta-
tion, reassembly and security information. All networks in this model use the Internet
Protocol (IP) as their Internet Layer protocol.
• Link Layer: Abstracts the nuances of the access to the medium and transparently ex-
change the data between the nodes of a network.
Figure 2.4 is a representation of a transmission of data between a sender Tx and a listener
Rx using the TCP/IP Model.
2.2 Speech coding
Speech is the primary tool used by humans for communication. As such, long-distance voice
communications were a significant development in our history. It broadened our horizons and
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made conceptual distances shorter, and it made it possible to coordinate efforts across broad
geographic regions. Although some forms of telecommunications were possible before the in-
vention of the telephone, e.g. the telegraph, its creation enabled its users to listen to another
human voice across great distances. The popularisation of the telephone made necessary the
creation of a shared medium connecting all endpoints with the capability of accepting dynamic
changes to its circuitry on demand. This network is now known as the Public Switched Tele-
phony Network (PSTN) and it links devices across the whole world. The Speech Coding field
was born to address this issue. It studies algorithms that represent analogical signals as digital
codes, usually with the intent of compressing the bandwidth used by the message.
2.2.1 Classification of speech codecs
Black (1999) classifies speech codecs into three categories:
• Waveform codecs, which aim to represent the original signal in its entirety. As such,
they are often agnostic to the type of signal they are representing and therefore are more
versatile in their applications.
• Parametric codecs, on the other hand, seek to represent speech signals as a series of pa-
rameters taken from a model of the original speech sample. Consequently, such models
are usually unfit for representing a large variety of sounds, and their usage is more preva-
lent in the telecommunications sector than otherwise. These codecs are also known as
vocoders.
• Hybrid codecs contain a combination of both of the previous categories and usually can
switch between multiple modes as required. These modes are often independent codecs
on their own, consumed by the hybrid codec to encode the speech signal at the desired
bitrate.
Ogunfunmi and Narasimha (2010) further subdivides waveform codecs into two categories,
according to the domain in which they operate:
• Time-domain waveform coders, in which the samples of the original waveform are com-
panded and quantised as a function of time. These tend to be the simplest and fastest
algorithms. In some cases, they can be implemented as look-up table searches if the host
system is capable of storing such tables in their entirety.
• Frequency-domain waveform coders, where the signal is decomposed into multiple fre-
quency bands using a discrete transform operation such as the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT). These coders will then analyse the energy spectra present in the frequency bands
to generate the encoded signal.
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2.2.2 Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
Reeves (1942), who at the time was working at the International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation (ITTC) laboratory in Paris when he developed the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
codec, which represents waves in the form of quantised amplitudes sampled at equally time
frames. Its first intended use was for line-of-sight microwave links. At the time the quantisation
was applied only linearly, meaning every amplitude band had equal representation space1.


















Figure 2.5: Examples of PCM-encoded signals, with varying quantisation levels and sampling
frequencies.
As with any digital representation of the analogue world, the fidelity of the signal sampled
is highly dependant on the amplitude resolution and the sampling frequency. Figure 2.5 rep-
resents how the data is affected by changes in the number of quantisation levels and sampling
frequency, respectively. Both graphs contain a regular sine wave with period 2π and amplitude
1 representing a very simplified sound wave to be sampled. The x axis represents the phase
of the wave as time passes, and the y axis represents the amplitude of the wave at the time.
In the first graph, the sampling frequency is fixed to 16Hz while the quantisation levels vary
between 4, 16, and 32. Similarly, the second graph has the quantisation levels set to 32 while
the frequency ranges between 4, 8 and 16Hz. These values were chosen arbitrarily to visually
represent how the sampled waves are affected by these two variables. In the real world, data
tends to be sampled at much higher rates, i.e. 8kHz, 16kHz, and with higher resolution, i.e.
28, 216 levels.
In standard PCM, these are the only variables that can be used to control bandwidth usage.
As such, a decrease in data consumption drastically reduces the subjective quality of the signal
being transmitted.
2.2.3 Companding algorithms
Reeves (1965) would later recognise that not companding logarithmically the sampled values
was an oversight that could have been avoided at the time of the PCM codec creation. This
1For this reason, it is sometimes referred to as Linear Pulse Code Modulation (LPCM)
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made necessary the use of analogue companders to better utilise the frequency spectrum by
reserving more bands for the frequencies our human ears are most sensitive.
It was not until the works of Smith (1953) and Davis (1962) that this signal compression
process could be achieved digitally. Two different encoding laws emerged from these works:
In the United States of America and Japan, Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs)
saw the implementation of the µ-law companding algorithm. At the same time, Europe and
the rest of the world implemented the A-law algorithm. Both algorithms aim to better utilise
the representation-space of the PCM signal by using non-uniform quantisation of the amplitude
value to represent the physiology of the human auditory system, which is logarithmic by nature.
The following equation represents a continuous version of the µ-law compander, which in
practice would be implemented as a series of translation tables to speed up the calculations.
f(x) = sgn(x)
V ln(1 + µ|x|V )
ln(1 + µ)
, 0 ≤ |x| ≤ V (2.1)
where x is the input signal, f(x) is the coded signal, V is the maximum current expected on
the medium1 and µ controls the curvature of the compression equation. For very small values
of µ the curvature of the equation will approach 0, causing the quantiser to divide the image of
f(x) into partitions of equal size. On the other hand, larger values of µ changes the size of the
partitions, giving more range to larger numbers and more representation spaces for numbers
close to zero.








, 0 ≤ |y| ≤ 1 (2.2)
where y is the coded message, f−1(y) is the reconstructed sample, and µ is the same parameter
used to control the curvature of the equation 2.1.












A ≤ |x| ≤ V
(2.3)
where x is the input signal, f(x) is the coded signal, and A is the compression curvature
parameter. This equation is very similar to the µ-law equation, but it approximates the small
end of the spectrum using a selected slope instead of the logarithmic curve to provide equal
quantisation levels for the values within that range.










1+ln(A) ≤ |y| ≤ 1 (2.4)
where y is the coded signal, f−1(y) is the reconstructed signal, and A is the same parameter
used in equation 2.3.
1Since the maximum current is irrelevant in the digital world, this equation is usually optimised by setting
the value of V to 1.
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In 1988, the PCM codec alongside these two compander algorithms was internationally
standardised as ITU-T Recommendation G.711: ”Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) of Voice
Frequencies”. This recommendation specifies implementation details of the PCM encoding
such as word size, number ranges, endianess and conversion rules between the data companded
using different compander laws. As speech signals encoded as PCM and companded using these
algorithms once were the standard for PSTNs, they are widely considered as the minimum low
bar of perceived quality any new codecs have to clear. Such quality is usually referred to as toll
quality.
2.2.4 Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM)
Even with the efficient use of the bandwidth provided by the A-law and µ-law companders, it
was clear there were still many redundancies on the speech signal.
It is a known fact that the correlation between consecutive speech signal samples is very
high, and approaches unity with the increase in the sampling rate (Schafer and Rabiner, 1975).
Jayant (1974) highlights this correlation and states that in speech signals sampled at the Nyquist
rate, the variation of the difference between two samples is smaller than the difference itself.
The Nyquist-Shannon’s sampling theorem, as described in (Shannon, 1949, Theorem 1),
states:
If a function f(t) contains no frequencies higher than W codes per seconds (cps),
it is completely determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 12W
seconds apart.
The Nyquist rate of a signal is defined as the minimum sampling rate for which is possible
to reconstruct the original signal in accord with the previously cited theorem.
This is the main characteristic used by Cutler (1952) in the creation of the Differential
Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) codec, which uses the quantisation of the variance between
consecutive samples to represent the signal, which can later be reconstructed via an integrator
function. This can be expressed using the following equation:
Di = X
2
i (1− C1) (2.5)
where Xi is the current sample, C1 is the correlation between the current and the adjacent
samples, and Di is the variance of the difference between the samples.
The DPCM codec uses this variance to calibrate a predictor function which is the same for
both the encoding and the decoding parts. This function is then used to predict the next sample
and compare it against the original sample in order to generate a prediction error series, which
is used as the final code of this codec. The error code can be calculated using this equation:
ei = xi − pi (2.6)
where xi is the current sample, pi is the predicted sample and ei is the prediction error.
The predictor function can be described mathematically as:
X̂r =
∑
ai(Xr−i + Er−i) (2.7)
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Reconstructed Signal + Decoder
Figure 2.6: Typical block diagram of a DPCM codec
where ai is the predictor coefficient, Xr−i is the previous sample, Er−i is the prediction error
associated with that sample and X̂r is the next predicted value.
Since the variation range of the error will typically be smaller than the variation range of
the samples, fewer bits can be used to represent the same signal for a slight SNR increase, as
long as C1 is always above 0.5.
2.2.5 Delta Modulation (DM)
The original Delta Modulation algorithm by (DeJager, 1952, in Jayant (1974)) approximates the
waveform by a series of linear segments of constant slope, where the only changing characteristic
of the code is the signal of this slope. One of the caveats of this technique is that the input
signal needs to be sampled at a much higher frequency than the Nyquist frequency of the
original sample, which effectively counteracts much of the data conserved due to code size.
Jayant (1974) also highlights two main ways this codec introduces noise to the original signal:
”slope overload noise” and ”granular noise”. The former happens when the slope continually
increases or decreases but never quite reaches the signal, needing to repeat the same change for
the next sample and its the main contributor is the inclination of the slope. The latter happens
when the value constantly flips under and above the reference signal and its increases with the
cube of the sampling frequency.
Figure 2.7 illustrates both the workings of the DM codec and its two main drawbacks: Slope
overload noise and Granular noise. The former occurs when the slope is not steep enough to
14
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Figure 2.7: Examples of DM-encoded signals, with varying slope inclinations and the effect of
oversampling on their code.
increase the represented signal at the same rate the original message is rising, causing the value
to lag behind the original until it peaks out. The latter is also an artefact of the selected
slope. However, this time around it is caused by a slope too steep, which causes the code
to flip continuously between ”too high” and ”too low” during moments of low activity in the
channel, such as conversation pauses and complete silence. In the figure, it is possible to see
how the shallower slope makes the representation lag behind the original signal, and how a
higher sampling rate can better approximate the original shape of the wave. It also shows
how a steeper slope can allow the represented code to adapt faster to sudden changes in wave
amplitude. Still, it also drastically increases the noise when the activity on the channel is
reduced. This problem, in opposition to the shallow slope example, cannot be solved by an
increase of the sampling rate and, becomes progressively more pronounced for channels with
low activity.
2.2.6 Adaptive quantisation
The next step in reducing the bandwidth required to represent speech signals came from Jayant
(1973), which developed a quantiser capable of changing its step size every new input based on
the previous step size and a factor which represents the memory used by the last sample. This
effectively dynamically changes the range of the values being represented by the code based on
previous utilisation of such range, giving more delicate controls for low activity sections while
allowing for massive changes to happen during high activity sections.
The change in step size can be represented by the following equation:
δr+1 = δrM(|Hr|) (2.8)
where δr is the current step size, M is an arbitrary multiplier selected from a table, Hr is the code
value of the sample and δr+1 is the next code size. The value of M will be selected depending on
the magnitude of |Hr|, and the possible values of M have to be chosen to accurately fine-tune
the next step size.
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This technique is flexible enough to be applied into a variety of codecs, as long as the
probability distribution of the encoded values is symmetric around zero (Jayant, 1974). It has
specifically been applied to some of the previously mentioned codecs:
• The Adaptive PCM (APCM) codec improves the PCM codec described in Sections 2.2.2
and 2.2.3 by using adaptive quantisation for the code itself.
• The Adaptive DPCM (ADPCM) modifies the codec described in Section 2.2.4 by using
adaptive quantisation to encode the error signal generated by DPCM. The ADPCM codec
has been standardised by ITU-T as ITU-T Recommendation G.726: ”40, 32, 24, 16 kbits/s
Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM)”.
• The Adaptive DM (ADM) changes the DM codec described in Section 2.2.5 by encoding
the steepness of the segment slope using adaptive quantisation. However, the value for the
usage of the range M(|Hr|) needs multiple samples to be calculated as it is not possible
to evaluate the usage of the channel using a single bit sample.
2.2.7 Sub-Band Coding (SBC)
Crochiere et al. (1976) describes a method for dividing the frequency spectrum of a speech
sample into 20 non-uniform sub-bands, each contributing to 5% of the articulation index. This
method of dividing the spectrum in multiple bands had already shown results for both speech
and video codecs before. However, this implementation added the human perception view into
the sub-band partition scheme.
Each sub-band is then passed through a low-pass filter and has their sampling rate reduced
in a process often referred to as decimation, which ensures samples within this sub-band will
only represent the desired frequency window. They are subsequently encoded using an ADPCM
coder, which has already been described in section 2.2.6, to further remove any redundancies
present in each sub-band. Finally, the samples are multiplexed together before transmission or
storage, to ensure the whole signal represented by a single stream of data.
On the decoding side, the signal is demultiplexed back into multiple channels, which will
be decoded using the ADPCM decoder and interpolated back into its original sampling rate.
Each sub-band is then low-pass filtered one last time before being summed together with all
the other sub-bands to reconstruct the original signal.
In Crochiere (1981), the SBC codec is implemented using only a high-pass and a low-pass
filter instead of a series of sub-bands, as illustrated in figure 2.8. In this work, they also
describe an aliasing cancellation, which can be used to reduce noise introduced by sample rate
decimation process. Additionally, this implementation also optimises the calculation of the low
and high-pass filters via the introduction of a Quadrature Mirror Filter Bank (QMFB). The
QMFB which divides the signal into two filter banks, one containing the partial sums of the
even indexes and another with the sums of the odd indexes. After the end of this stage, the sum
and the difference of coefficients in these banks can be taken to produce a decimated low-pass
sub-band and a high-pass sub-band respectively. According to Crochiere, this optimisation can



















Figure 2.8: Block diagram of an SBC codec
2.2.8 Adaptive Transform Coder (ATC)
In Transform Coding (TC), the speech sample blocks are transformed into sets of transform
coefficients and independently quantised for transmission or storage (Zelinski and Noll, 1977).
The original signal can then be reconstructed on the receiver by applying the inverse transform
over the coefficients generated on the transmitter side.
This process can be represented by these simple equations:
y = A · x, with A−1 = AT (2.9)
x̂ = A−1 · ŷ (2.10)
where x is original sample vector, A is a unitary matrix and, as such, its inverse A−1 is equal
to its transpose AT , y is the resulting coefficient vector, ŷ is the same vector after individual
quantisation and x̂ is the reconstructed sample vector.
Zelinski and Noll (1977) also shows the total quantisation error is highly dependent of the
choice of an optimum bit-assignment rule and an optimum transform matrix, and is equal to




E[(x− x̂)T · (x− x̂)] = 1
N
E[(y − ŷ)T · (y − ŷ)] (2.11)
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where D is the distortion, N is the buffer size, E is the total energy of the signal, and x and y
maintain the same meanings from the previous equations.
In this work, Zelinski recalls the best performing transform in TC was the Karhunen-Loève
Transform (KLT), but the cost of running this algorithm was too high at the time, which moti-
vated the search for a computationally cheaper approximation. The Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) was the algorithm selected to achieve this, as it outperformed even more traditional
transforms such as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
Finally, an adaptive bit assignment mechanism was used to provide efficient coefficient
transmission by varying the resolution according to the amount of detail required to represent
the message. This resolution is decided by spectral analysis, and this information needs to be
transmitted to the receiver in order to ensure proper reconstruction of the original signal.
2.2.9 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
Predictive Coding methods have been studied since the earliest days of speech coding, as speech
signals tend to be highly correlated for samples close in time. This suggests the data has a high
degree of redundancy embedded into it, which could be exploited in order to reduce data usage
by the encoded message. If some of this data can be predicted, it is possible to avoid sending
this information through the network by recreating the same predictions on the decoding side
of the communication.
Elias (1955a,b) laid the foundations to what would be later known as the Linear Predictive
Coding (LPC) algorithm. In this coding method, the source message is compared against a
prediction of the message, produced by a predictor step, and their difference is encoded to be
sent through the network as a stream of coding errors. The DPCM codec, which was discussed
in section 2.2.4, can be considered a simplified version of the LPC algorithm described in this
section (Atal, 2006).
Elias (1955a) explains that is possible to predict the next value of pi of the message mi with





where the series of coefficients aj can be interpreted as the predictor function itself.
From these predictions it is possible to generate the error series ei, described as:
ei = pi −mi (2.13)
Differently from the DPCM codec, which minimally uses the prediction, in LPC, the errors
may accumulate to a point where the original message may disappear amid the noise. For this
reason, it is crucial to select a predictor that leads to an average error-term distribution with
minimum entropy (Elias, 1955b).
One example of a pure LPC implementation is the LPC-10 series of vocoders, created for
the United States’ Government and used in 2.4 kbps communications (O’Shaughnessy, 1988).
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2.2.10 LPC Analysis and Speech Synthesis
Interestingly enough, the coefficients generated by the method described in Section 2.2.9 can
be used to create a model the speech sample and were used by Atal and Hanauer (1971) in the
development of what would be the most common basis for most modern codecs: LPC Analysis-
Synthesis. In this work, the LPC coefficients are interpreted as a model for the movement of















Figure 2.9: Block diagram of an LPC Synthesiser
Figure 2.9, present in Atal and Hanauer (1971), is a block diagram of the speech synthesis
process. This process allows the speech to be represented as a combination of fifteen parameters:
12 previous samples, the pitch period, a voiced/unvoiced Boolean parameter and the root mean
square (RMS) of the speech samples.
Each parameter has a particular function within this encoding:
• The 12 predictor coefficients are related to the inverse Fourier transform of the reciprocal
of the transfer function and, as such, small errors in the predictor can cause large errors
in the poles. These numbers are instead analysed to find such poles and quantise their




−k = 1 (2.14)
• The voiced/unvoiced parameter encodes which decoding method will be used. Voiced
samples have a very characteristic pitch period, which is being emulated by the pulse
generator function for which the only parameters needed are the pitch and the amplitude
of the wave. Unvoiced samples are different, as they are usually manifestations of the air
being constricted through the vocal tract, and are better represented as white-noise.
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• The pitch period is used as a parameter for the pulse generator when the sample is voiced.
• The RMS of the last 12 samples is used to adjust the generated white-noise to produce
the correct unvoiced samples. It is interpolated with the predictor coefficients to ensure
the stability of the filter.
Using this method, Atal and Hanauer (1971) was able to achieve a 7.2 kbit/s bit rate for
100 samples/second and even 2.4 kbits/s bit rate for 30 samples/second.
2.2.11 Code-Excited Linear Prediction (CELP)
At very low bit rates, the use of codebook coding becomes more attractive, as it makes it
possible to use a single value to represent a series of samples (Schroeder and B, 1985). A
codebook is a structure that contains a set of possible sample sequences which could be used
to represent the original signal and represent a trade-off between local memory and network
bandwidth usage.
Grami (2015) defines Code-book Coding, which was referred to as Vector Quantisation in
their work, as a lossy technique used in speech and image coding where inputs vectors are
interpreted as points in an n-dimensional space which is partitioned by a quantiser into non-
overlapping regions. The code is generated by comparing the original signal against the reference
point, denominated a codevector, in the region selected by the quantiser.
x
y
Figure 2.10: Examples of a 2D vector quantisation into 16 cells.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the quantisation of a 2D vector space into 16 different cells, repre-
senting a codebook generated. All values for (x, y) will be represented by a single value, here
represented by the point inside the cell, which should be selected and optimised for the appli-
cation the code-block will be used for. In this specific example, all values could be represented
by the index of the cell inside the codebook, meaning every two values could be represented
by using only two bits. Of course, in practice, the vectors inside the codebook will have more
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dimensions, and the encoded value will probably also have more quantisation levels than the
ones presented in the image.
Schroeder and B (1985)’s Code-Excited Linear Predictor (CELP) splits the sample into
5ms blocks consisting of 40 samples at the frequency of 8kHz for which an amplitude value
is assigned. Each sample produces an innovation signal which is scaled by the amplitude of
the block and processed by two recursive filters, which introduce the voice periodicity and the
spectral envelope to the signal. This signal is then compared to the original sample to form
a difference signal, which is further processed to reduce less perceptually important errors.
Schroeder also highlights the importance of optimising the codebooks in the overall quality
of the codec; in this paper specifically, they chose a nearly Gaussian distribution of random
numbers within each region to represent it.
2.2.12 Algebraic Code-Excited Linear Prediction (ACELP)
The Algebraic Code-Excited Linear Prediction (ACELP) algorithm improves on the previous
CELP design by decoupling the algebraic codebook (ak) from the shaping matrix F , as demon-
strated in Laflamme et al. (1991).
The excitation vector is then defined by the product of the algebraic code and the shaping
matrix, with the formula:
ck = Fak (2.15)
where ck is the excitation vector, F is the shaping matrix, and ak is the algebraic codebook.
According to Laflamme et al. (1991), this change enables the algebraic codebook to be very
efficiently searched while avoiding the need to be stored. Additionally, the shaping matrix
allows the flexibility to select specific characteristics of the codebook and can be used to control
its statistical properties dynamically in time or frequency domain.
The shaping matrix F is a function of the LPC inverse filter A(z), and is designed to reshape
the excitation vector in respect to the most relevant frequency bands to represent the formant
regions of the original speech signal. This matrix can be generated using the following formula:
F (z) = (1− µz−1)A(z/τ1)
A(z/τ2)
(2.16)
where constant factors with the property τ1 < τ2 < 1, and µ is a variable parameter which
controls the spectral tilt of the sample.
The algebraic codebook is composed of a series of pulses with fixed amplitude values of 1 or
-1, which in this implementation is represented by a vector bi containing 5 alternating pulses
with amplitudes 1, -1, 1, -1, and 1, respectively. Each pulse can assume one of the 16 positions
available in this vector space, resulting in a total code-word size of 20 bit for all 5 pulses if only
4 bits are used to represent each pulse.
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where a(n) represents the algebraic vector, p is the total number of pulses, bi is the amplitude
for the specific pulse, and mi is the position of the pulse in the vector space.
The combination of the shaping matrix F and algebraic codebook a(n) effectively results in
a codebook containing 220 symbols while not requiring any additional storage space, making it
a scalable alternative to the CELP codec.
2.2.13 Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction (VSELP)
According to Gerson and Jasiuk (1990), the Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction (VSELP)
coder was designed to address the major drawback of the CELP coder family, their large
computational requirements. Additionally, the VSELP coder also aimed to achieve this goal
while maintaining the highest speech quality possible and being robust to channel errors.
The basic structure of the coder consists of two individual codebooks, acting as independent
excitation sources: An adaptive codebook responsible for the long-term pitch prediction, and
an excitation codebook which contains 2M codevectors. These excitation vectors are multiplied
by individual gain factors and summed together into a combined excitation sequence e(n).
Subsequently, the sequence e(n) is used to update the long-term filter state and pre-filtered
using a pitch enhancing function before the application of an LPC synthesis filter to reconstruct
the original speech signal.





where M is the number of basis vectors, θim is 1 if the mth bit of the codeword i is 1 and -1
otherwise, vm(n) is the mth basis vector and ui(n) is the resulting codevector.
This equation is similar to the Equation 2.17, used to represent the ACELP algebraic code-
book, with all variables performing similar roles in both instances. However, ACELP uses fixed
values for vector bi and VSELP selects the amplitude based on the codeword n provided. Ad-
ditionally, the basis vector vm(n) is a set of 1024 pre-calculated codevectors, optimised over a
training database to generate the highest quality speech samples upon signal reconstruction.
2.2.14 Multi-Band Excitation (MBE)
The Fourier Transform Sw(ω) of a windowed signal sw(n), which can be obtained by multiplying
the original signal s(n) by a window function, such as a Hamming window, can be modelled as
the product of a spectral envelope Hw(ω) and an excitation spectrum Ew(ω) (Griffin and Lim,
1985), giving us the following equation:
Sw(ω) = Hw(ω)Ew(ω) (2.19)
It is then possible to evaluate the excitation spectrum to obtain the pitch period of the
sample, one key characteristic used to define voiced samples. Griffin and Lim (1988) explains
that previous codecs this information to make a binary decision: if the excitation spectrum
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of a speech segment contains a periodic pitch characteristic, it is deemed a voiced sample and
is represented by its Fourier Transform centred at the fundamental frequency of the window;
otherwise the sample is considered unvoiced and is represented by white noise energy.
Griffin and Lim (1988) also highlights that while such vocoders were successful in repre-
senting intelligible speech, they had limited success in representing high-quality due, in part, to
the simplistic voiced/unvoiced speech model. To improve the quality of the speech model, his
Multi-Band Excitation vocoder divides the spectrum in multiple frequency bands, which are
analysed individually to determine if they are voiced or not. The voiced bands are represented
using the excitation spectrum of the original segment. In contrast, the others are considered
unvoiced and are filled with white noise energy. This grants the MBE codec an edge over other
solutions such as CELT, as the latter has less flexibility in how to represent voiced and unvoiced
samples (Brandstein et al., 1991).
2.2.15 Improved Multi-Band Excitation (IMBE)
Hardwick and Lim (1988) mentions that although the MBE vocoder was capable of representing
high-quality, the quantisation of the parameters had substantial redundancy amongst the speech
model parameters. To address this redundancy, Hardwick and Lim (1988) observed that the
variation of the fundamental frequency used to represent voiced samples between frames was
slow in nature. This feature was exploited by using 4 bits to represent values between -4 Hz and
3 Hz, 5 bits if the value lies between -5 Hz and -8 Hz or 4 Hz and 7 Hz, and 11 bits otherwise;
reducing the average of bits used to represent the fundamental to 6 bits, as opposed to the 9 bits
average of the fixed-length equivalent. Additionally, the number of voiced/unvoiced decisions
was reduced to only 12, each stored in a single bit, after which the remaining ones were declared
unvoiced. Another feature of the signal that is encoded is the phase of each harmonic, which
in this vocoder were only coded for the low-frequency harmonics in voiced samples. Higher
frequency harmonics were taken from a random uniform distribution, and unvoiced samples do
not require the representation of the harmonics.
The collection of these changes made possible for Hardwick and Lim (1991) to make the
Improved Multi-Band Excitation speech coder as efficient as previous 8.0 kbps MBE implemen-
tations using only 4.8 kbps. This codec was selected to be the vocoder used for INMARSAT-M
satellite service (Wong, 1991) and has seen multiple updates through the years. It is now main-
tained as a series of codecs collectively known as Advanced Multi-Band Excitation (AMBE) and
its subsequent variations (AMBE+, AMBE+2), which has been used for multiple applications
from amateur radio to satellite communications.
2.2.16 Constrained Energy Lapped Transform (CELT)
When developing a codec for high-quality, algorithmic delay tends to become more relevant as
more samples may be required to collect all the nuances of the original signal. One very preva-
lent method used in high-quality codec algorithms is the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
(MDCT), a linear Fourier-related transform function which is used to break down the signal
into its component frequencies. The MDCT is a lapped transform, meaning its inputs signals
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are overlapped with previously accumulated signals, which does greatly attenuates artefacts





















where N is the buffer size, xn is a sample in the buffer, and Xk is transformed value.
One of the innovations of the CELT codec is the use of narrower windows in its MDCT,
which was not the preferred transform used in short delay codecs at its time.
2.2.17 The Machine Learning Approach
Given the somewhat recent popularisation of machine learning engines such as TensorFlow and
Theano, and the critical abstraction layers developed on top of these engines, such as Keras
and PyTorch, it should not come as a surprise that the viability of the use of machine learning
for speech coding would be tested.
2.2.17.1 WaveNet
In their 2016 paper, Oord, Dieleman, Zen, Simonyan, Vinyals, Graves, Kalchbrenner, Senior
and Kavukcuoglu (2016) discusses the possibility of using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to
predict and generate raw audio waveforms, which could be used in audio coding applications
as well as natural-sounding text-to-speech speech samples.
The WaveNet model they describe is a generative model which takes the raw waveforms as
inputs to predict its joint probability in accordance to the following formula:
p(x) =
∏
t = 1T p(xt|x1, ..., xt−1) (2.21)
This work build upon the PixelCNN, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) designed to
generate or complete images from a set of partially obscured or blurred pictures, described in






Figure 2.11: Representation of the the causal convolution in a WaveNet model.
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Much like in the PixelCNN model, the conditional probability distribution is modelled as
a series of stacked causal convolutions, as represented by figure 2.11, which ensure that no
prediction emitted by the model will depend on future time steps. Additionally, by increasing
the dilation of the convolution, they have increased the reception field of the model and reduced
computational costs of such calculation.
However, this is still a comparatively expensive solution both in computational time and
bandwidth usage, as the priorities of the authors was in the naturalness of the generated speech
samples. This problem would be later addressed by Kleijn et al. (2018), whom adapted Oord,
Dieleman, Zen, Simonyan, Vinyals, Graves, Kalchbrenner, Senior and Kavukcuoglu (2016)’s
model with the specific purpose of creating a low rate speech coding DNN model, reportedly
achieving better results than Speex and MELP for the 2.4 kbps bit rate.
Kleijn et al. (2018)’s WaveNet codec is made of two independent codecs, one that operates
in narrowband rates and another operating for wideband rates.
• In the narrowband codec, a Codec 2 encoder was responsible for compressing the speech
sample and generating the code signal. During the decoding process, the WaveNet gen-
erative model will use the code signal in conjunction with a set of the to calculate a
probability distribution of the sample signals, in the 8-bit ITU G.711 µ-law format. This
probability distribution is used to select the next output signal which will be used to
reconstruct the original signal.
• The wideband codec the input signal is encoded using basic µ-law coding and, subse-
quently, entropy coded using arithmetic coding before transmission. Two identically-
trained WaveNet coders are used in both ends of the coding process to generate the
conditional parameters for the entropy encoder, using as inputs the signal reconstructed
after the decoding process. This is similar to how codecs such as DPCM generate a
prediction error signal instead of transmitting the actual predicted signal.
Kleijn et al. (2018) also mentions it is possible to dynamically switch between these two
codecs on demand, but leaves this challenge to be discussed in future works.
2.2.17.2 WaveRNN
Kalchbrenner et al. (2018) recognises that sequential generative models, such as the one de-
scribed in the previous section, can achieve state-of-the-art performance in various domains,
including speech and music. However, they highlight how the serialised nature of this type
of data can drastically affect the sampling rate of the model and make its use impractical for
speech and video generation.
The reduce the number of operations per sample, Kalchbrenner et al. (2018) incorporated
a single-layer Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to the model followed by a dual softmax layer,
achieving performance comparable to the WaveNet model while requiring only 112 th of matrix-
vector products to be executed. In conjunction with the implementation of custom GPU op-
erations, the WaveRNN model was capable of generating 96000 16-bit samples per second, 4x
faster than the required sampling rate for high-fidelity audio. Additionally, it was reported that
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large sparse WaveRNN models significantly outperformed small dense WaveRNN, up to very






Figure 2.12: Representation of the WaveRNN model.
Figure 2.12 is a simplified representation of the WaveRNN model, where the previous pre-
dicted 16-bit sample is split into two 8-bit values. The higher octet represent the coarse value
of the sample, ct−1, while the lower octet represents the fine adjusts to the sample value. The
multiplication by R, representing the recurrent parameters of the network, is executed simul-
taneously for both the coarse and the fine octets. The model initially uses the last predicted
value to calculate the coarse bits, which are used as input to calculate the fine bits.
Similarly to the WaveNet model, the focus of the WaveRNN model was not in bandwidth
reduction, but in high-fidelity representation of audio samples using low-power mobile CPU’s.
As such, no effort was made in this work to reduce the data footprint generated by the model.
However, the predictions generated by this model could be used to possibly generate an error
signal, similarly to the DPCM codec, which could be reconstructed on the decoding side via
the use of an identically trained model.
2.2.17.3 LPCNet
To further reduce the computational requirements of the WaveRNN model, Valin and Skoglund
(2019) proposes the incorporation of a linear predictor to the model, taking away the burden
of representing the spectral envelope of the signal from the neural network, leaving its capacity
to model the excitation signal.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the workings of the LPCNet speech synthesis, which contained the
following components:
• Features: The conditioning parameters used by the LPC computation to synthesise the
speech sample.
• conv 1x3: A convolutional layer with a filter of size 3, forcing every feature to be affected
by its neighbours. Since the Frame Rate Network contains two convolutional layers, each
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Figure 2.13: Representation of the LPCNet model.
• residual connection: A connection that skips some layers and is added to the result of the
skipped layers.
• FC’s: Fully connected layers are the layers where all features have one learnable param-
eters for each feature on the previous layer.
• LPC and Prediction: These processes are just the LPC analysis and synthesis of the
samples, similar to the one described in Section 2.2.9.
• concat: This layer simply concatenates all inputs received into a single feature set.
• Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU): It is a special layer that can be trained to maintain values
from previous executions, effectively working as a memory layer.
• softmax: Is a function that prevents the values calculated from straying too far of the
desired domain.
Valin and Skoglund (2019) highlights that many neural speech synthesis approaches model
the entire speech production process, which can be challenging. However, linear prediction
filters are already known to generate reasonably good representations of the vocal tract, which
allows for a reduction of the complexity of the model. Additionally, the model can be trained
to predict the prediction residuals instead of the sample values, which slightly simplifies the
task for the network and reduces quantisation noise.
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2.3 Codec Suites and Related Protocols
As the speech coding field advances, it becomes increasingly common to use a composition of
multiple codecs to achieve higher quality or lower bandwidth usage. Some of these solutions
are colloquially, or sometimes even officially, referred as “codecs” when in reality their inner
workings are much more akin to complex data processing protocol.
For the sake of differentiating the coding techniques described in the previous section from
the applications described in this section, we will be referring to them as “codec suites”.
Additionally, this section also describes some network protocols traditionally used to coor-
dinate VoIP calls, as their use directly affect the final data usage of the selected solution.
2.3.1 SPEEX
The SPEEX codec suite was built in 2002 as a free software VoIP alternative to then-existing
codecs in the market which could provide comparable quality, variable bit rate, robustness
against packet loss and good compression (Valin, 2016). This suite is built upon the CELP
codec discussed in Section 2.2.11, but it differs from contemporary implementations in the
following aspects:
• It encodes pitch period using integer values and a 3-tap predictor.
• It encodes the fixed codebook as a global excitation gain for the frame and a set of
sub-frame gain corrections.
• It uses sub-vector quantisation of the innovation signal.
The author also highlights that what was supposed to be a single codec, had evolved into a
complete library for implement VoIP applications. Besides the previously mentioned codec, it
also includes functionalities such as noise suppression, automatic gain control and voice activity
detection.
This is one of the many codec and suites developed by Xiph.Org, and it has been considered
a deprecated solution since the creation of the Opus suite, which will be discussed in Section
2.3.5.
2.3.2 Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR)
It was created by the 3GPP to replace the then ageing Global System for Mobile (GSM)
Enhanced Full-Rate (EFR) suite, which was the first codec for mobile networks with comparable
quality to wireline telephony references (G.726 ADPCM). It was selected between a variety of
alternative codecs as part of a competitive selection process, and it was expected to provide
better robustness, cleaner speech and quality than the EFR suite it was aiming to replace
(Järvinen, 2000). This suite is based on the ACELP algorithm, described in Section 2.2.12 and
is sometimes referred to as Multi-Rate ACELP (MR-ACELP), as it is composed of eight speech
codecs with bit rates of 12.2, 10.2, 7.95, 7.4, 6.7, 5.9, 5.15, and 4.75 kb/s. The AMR suite also
performs error correction and bad-frame detection, as it was not designed to run over the TCP
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or UDP protocols, and it cannot depend on the functionalities provided by them. Additionally,
it is capable of seamless transitioning between the multiple bit rates as needed to provide the
best service for the current connection.
2.3.2.1 Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (AMR-WB)
The AMR-WB suite extends the functionality of the AMR suite into the wideband territory,
and it was developed for use in GSM EDGE and 3G networks. In parallel, it was also being
standardised by the ITU-T as G722.2 “7 kHz audio-coding within 64 kbit/s” (Bessette et al.,
2002).
Some changes were made to the ACELP perceptual weighting filters, which were optimised
for narrowband frequencies. As such, regular ACELP will use most of its bandwidth to encode
low frequencies, essentially acting as a low pass filter. To address this problem, the weightings
were adjusted to values better suited to wideband codecs. The available bit rates were also
adjusted for its new application, now supporting nine different modes with bit rates of 23.85,
23.05, 19.85, 18.25, 15.85, 14.25, 12.65, 8.85, and 6.6 kb/s.
2.3.3 Internet Low Bit rate Codec (iLBC)
The Internet Low Bit rate Codec (iLBC) was developed by Global IP Sound and it was handed
over to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 2002 for standardisation as RFC3951
(Andersen et al., 2004, 2002).
Andersen et al. (2002) highlights the three problems with standard codecs of the CELP
family:
• The decoded signal quality is heavily affected by lost signals and transmission errors, as
these events cause the decoder to behave differently from the encoder.
• The information contained in the adaptive codebook is insufficient to properly describe
the pitch cycle at the start of a voiced segment, leading to a slow voicing onset in the
decoded signal.
• Conflicting performance goals introduce an undesirable noisy character in voiced regions,
which can be perceived especially for high-pitched voices.
To address these points, the iLBC introduces a second long-term predictive coder pass, which
operates backwards in time-domain from the end of the frame towards the start. During both
passes, the adaptive codebook is constantly being updated, resulting in a codebook independent
from loss of previous packets in the decoder.
Andersen et al. (2002) also reports the end of the build-up problem adding undesirable noise
to the signal, as the start state now typically contains a fully built up pitch pulse. However,
voiced regions became sensitive to the noise in the encoding of the start state and frame bound-
aries can cause abrupt shifts in the reconstructed signal. These problems were addressed using
long-term post-filtering.
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2.3.4 SILK
This suite was developed by Microsoft in 2006 for internal use in their Skype VoIP and Instant
Messaging application. It was subsequently released to the general public as a standard Internet
codec suite for VoIP communications with a royalty-free license for non-commercial applications,
being submitted to IETF in 2010 (Vos et al., 2010).
The SILK suite operates in four modes: Narrowband (8 kHz), Mediumband (8 or 12 kHz),
Wideband (8, 12 or 16 kHz) and Super Wideband (8, 12, 16 or 24 kHz), and accepts inputs
sampled at 8, 12, 16 or 24 kHz regardless of the selected mode. Additionally, it allows the de-
velopers to control the amount of network overhead by modifying the packet rate by combining
up to 5 frames into a single packet at the cost of higher latency and more significant loss of
data in poor network conditions.
Despite being a very flexible suite in its many configurations options, SILK is a very so-
phisticated algorithm which is divided into multiple sub-processes, most of them being involved
into the analysis of the speech sample.
The pieces that compose the SILK suite are, in no specific order:
• A high-pass filter which filters the input to remove the lowest parts of the spectrum to
reduce unwanted background noise, it is implemented using a second-order Auto Regressive
Moving Average (ARMA) filter with a 70 Hz cut-off frequency.
• A Voice Activity Detector (VAD) which divides the signal into four sub-bands with upper
boundaries of Fs/16, Fs/8, Fs/4 and Fs/2. The lowest sub-band is high-pass filtered
using a first-order Moving Average (MA) filter, which reduces the energy contribution of
the lowest frequencies. This process produces the following parameters to be consumed
by other processes:
– The Average SNR value of all sub-bands,
– the Smoothed SNR for each sub-band,
– the Speech Activity Level, a value derived from the Average SNR and a weighted
average of the sub-band energies,
– and the Spectral Tilt, another weighted average of the sub-band SNRs, using positive
weights for low sub-bands and negative for the high sub-bands.
• A Pitch Analyser, which classifies the frames as voiced or unvoiced using the LPC analysis
similar to the one described in Section 2.2.10, which is also used for whitening the signal.
This order of this filter can be configured between 8, 12 and 16, depending on if the
application demands lower complexity or higher quality. After whitening, the signal is
further processed in three stages:
– A down-sampling to 4 kHz which correlates the current frame to a signal delay
between 500 and 56 Hz,
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– A down-sampling to 8 kHz which measures the time correlations for the lags with
sufficient high correlations in the first stage and decides if the current frame was
voiced based on:
∗ The voiced/unvoiced state of the previous frame,
∗ the speech activity level,
∗ and the spectral shift
– And a final stage that computes the correlations for each sub-frame, based on the
results of the second stage.
• A Noise Shape Analyser which selects the gains and filter coefficients for the prefilter and
the noise shaping quantiser.
• A Prefilter which applies the coefficients found by the Noise Shape Analyser to the signal.
• A Prediction Analyser which takes the whitened signal and performs one of two operations,
depending on the voiced/unvoiced decision:
– If the frame was Voiced, the signal is further whitened by executing a Long Term
Prediction (LTP) analysis over all sub-frames, which will be used to calculate the
best LTP coefficients for the entire frame. These LPCs are then converted to a Line
Spectral Frequency (LSF) vector and quantised in the LSF Quantisation process.
– If the frame was Unvoiced, the pre-whitened signal is discarded, and the LPC analysis
is executed over the high-pass filtered input signal. After the analysis, the coefficients
are converted to an LSF vector and quantised.
• An LSF quantiser used to reduce bandwidth at the cost of added distortion to the signal.
• An LTP quantiser used to quantise the LTP coefficients in voiced frames.
• A Noise Shaping Quantiser, which adjusts the signal by compensating for differences in
gain computed in earlier stages.
• And finally a Range Encoder which encodes the final entropy of the signal.
In the decoding process, the code is passed through a Range Decoder, which separates the
individual frames contained in the packet, generating data about the pulses and gains. This
data is used by an Excitation Generator, which creates the excitation signal fed to the LTP
synthesiser. If the signal is voiced, the LTP synthesiser will recreate the long-term correlation
and generate the LPC excitation signal, which recreates the short-term correlation and generates
the decoded signal.
This suite was later incorporated into Opus, as its voice-optimised configuration.
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2.3.5 Opus
The Opus codec was developed by Xiph.Org as a successor to the SPEEX codec. According to
Valin et al. (2016), the Opus codec targets a wide range of real-time Internet applications by
combining a linear prediction coder with a transform coder.
For narrowband applications, Opus has incorporated the SILK codec, discussed in Section
2.3.4, which synthesises the speech signals using analysis-by-synthesis based on linear prediction.
On the other hand, Opus also incorporates a CELT-based codec, discussed in Section 2.2.16,
which can be used for high-bitrate speech or music. Finally, a Hybrid mode exists, which uses
both codecs to generate a signal with quality in between the previous two modes, and can be
used for super-wideband and fullband applications.
Valin et al. (2016)’s experiments demonstrate that this codec is competitive even when
compared with non-real-time coders, such as HE-AAC and Ogg Vorbis.
2.3.6 Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)
The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is a protocol that provides end-to-end delivery services
for data with real-time characteristics, such as interactive audio and video (Schulzrinne et al.,
1996). It provides services such as payload type identification, sequence numbering, time-
stamping, and delivery monitoring alongside with other services provided by the transport
protocol used in its implementation. Despite UDP being the most common protocol selected for
carrying RTP packets, any protocol that provides the services of multiplexing, payload length,
and framing could possibly be used in replacement to the UDP, as mentioned in (Schulzrinne
et al., 1996, Section 10).
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Figure 2.14: Data organisation in an RTP packet.
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Figure 2.14 contains a breakdown of a typical RTP packet, which is segmented into three
distinct sections: Fixed header fields, extended header fields and payload.
The RTP fixed header contains the following fields:
• Version (V, 2 bits): Version of the RTP protocol implemented, in this case it is Version
2.
• Padding (P, 1 bit): If set, additional bits have been added to align the end field to align
the packet size to the block size. The last octet contains the amount of bits added.
• Extension (X, 1 bit): If set, exactly one extra header extension follows the fixed header.
Otherwise, the fixed header is immediately followed by the payload data.
• Marker (M, 1 bit): A marker reserved for use by RTP profiles.
• CSRC Count (CC, 4 bits): The number of Contributing Sources (CSRC) identifiers at-
tached to the header.
• Payload Type (PT, 7 bits): Identifies the type of contents of the RTP payload. This
is not intended for use in multiplexing multiple different payload types within the same
stream.
• Sequence number (16 bits): Sequential number identifying the position of this packet in
relation to other packets. This is necessary due to the connection-less nature of the UDP
protocol.
• Timestamp: Represents the sampling instant of the first octet in this packet. It is used
to maintain synchrony between all sides of the conversation.
In parallel to RTP packets, there is also exchange of control packets defined as RTP Control
Protocol (RTCP), using a separated UDP port, which provides quality of service measurement
services to the applications.
Another interesting application of the RTP, is the possibility of creating simple multicast
conferences via the use of RTP Mixers, which multiplex together RTP sessions from multiple
sources into a single stream of data.
2.3.7 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
While the RTP focuses on the transport of data with real-time characteristics and is capable of
provide the service of end-to-end transmission of multimedia data, it does not provide session
management support by itself. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) was created with the
intent of providing applications with primitives for the creation of services that support the
movement of users between endpoints, users user being addressable by multiple names and
being connected to multiple devices (Rosenberg et al., 2002).
Additionally, it facilitates the creation of multicast conferences by allowing control over their
establishment, modification and termination. New participants can also be added and removed
from a conference, as well as new media can be multicast to an existing session.
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It is based on a HTTP-like model, using a model of textual transactions via the exchange of
requests and responses. Similarly, the transactions are controlled using special verbs defined in
the transaction headers, here called methods. The following example was taken directly from












[Omitted contents of the request]
Using this transactional model as a basis, a typical connection is established using a series
of handshake exchanges:












Figure 2.15: Handshake for connection establishment.
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Figure 2.15 depicts a typical SIP handshake, where user Alice requests the SIP Server to
call user Bob. The server informs Bob that Alice is calling and informs Alice that it is trying
to reach Bob. If Bob is connected to the Server, they will inform it that the phone is ringing.
The server will relay the ringing message back to Alice and wait for the OK message, signalling
that Bob has picked up the call. Finally, the server will inform Alice how to reach Bob and will
step out of the communication, which will proceed with Alice directly requesting a connection
with Bob and starting the Media Session.
Being a text protocol, it can be very easy to implement a server using almost any language
that has support to networking features, making it a very popular building block of VoIP
messages.
2.4 Network Performance Evaluation
Performance comparisons between multiple codecs and applications are a frequent sight in the
fields of Mobile VoIP and Speech coding. One example of such evaluation method can be seen
in Dimolitsas (1995), where a series of 64 sentence pairs were encoded using multiple codecs,
including a reference 8 kb/s VSELP codec, under various simulated network conditions, with
emphasis on the error-free and 1% random Bit Error Rate (BER). Subsequently, these speech
samples were used in a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test, which were used to evaluate the codecs
in order to select the best candidate for Inmarsat’s then next generation of satellite network
services, the Inmarsat mini-M. As a result of this experiment, the AMBE codec was selected
for the system, as its performance proved superior to the IMBE codec used by the previous of
the system and to the reference codec used in the experiment.
It is also possible to analyse the robustness of an algorithm by purely evaluating its net-
work behaviour, by measuring the how much the transmitted packets were affected by random
errors in the medium. Focusing on improving the transmission quality over Mobile 2G and 3G
networks, Liu and Lee (2016) implemented a new variation of the TCP protocol with the intent
of accelerating the communication between the routers while being completely transparent to
the nodes outside of the network. In their experiment, they have subjected a number of TCP
implementations to exchange packets between two machines, changing the implementation used
every 20 seconds. When comparing the amount of data sent with a reference UDP flood, which
was designed to infer the maximum bandwidth available before each session, their TCP imple-
mentation raised throughput from anywhere between 42% and 168%, when compared to other
implementations.
Another example of performance assessment of a protocol via the measure of network prop-
erties was can be seen in Mogul et al. (2001), in which the total delay of transmission of a
message was measured to evaluate alternatives implementations for Nagle’s Algorithm (Nagle,
1984), which buffers all packets under a certain size to reduce network congestion. According to
Mogul et al. (2001), this algorithm is prone to occasional temporary deadlocks, which despite
not affecting the integrity of the payloads may delay their delivery into their destination. To
address this problem, they had proposed five possible modifications that could possibly reduce
the time spent by the nodes in solving this deadlock situation. Their experiment consisted of
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a series of packets with multiple lengths, sent both in multiple concurrent parallel transfers
and in a single serial transfer using various different implementations of the Nagle’s Algorithm.
As a result of their experiment, they have found their modifications reduced the time spent in
deadlocks while maintaining the original intent of the Nagle’s Algorithm, and they have also
found there was little reason to fully disable it.
Another aspect of the network that can heavily influence VoIP communications is packet
loss, which can be more perceptible the larger the buffer used. In their study, Jeong Wook Seo
et al. (2001) proposed an AMR codec could be used to mitigate the effects of packet loss in
a VoIP context, due to its already proven capability of dynamically vary its bitrate based on
radio channel conditions. Their experiment compared the amount of packets lost between AMR
and three other codecs, namely G.711, G.723.1, and GSM. Each codec was used to transmit 30
minutes of data during a low traffic period and a high traffic period, during which all packets
lost where counted. In the end, the AMR codec generated the least amount of packets lost and
it was considered suitable for use in VoIP applications.
2.5 Subjective Quality Assessment
Speech quality is considered a subjective property of a speech signal and, while it is occasion-
ally possible to be modelled mathematically for automated evaluation, Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) tests with human participants are often employed in its assessment. One example of
such methodology is Dimolitsas (1995), which used a MOS test in conjunction with a network
performance evaluation in the selection of the new codec for the then new Inmarsat mini-M
system, as discussed in the previous chapter. In this work, the mean MOS given, in a scale of
1 (bad) to 5 (good), to the reference VSELP codec was used as a minimum requirement for
all the other codecs, to ensure the codec selected would have at least parity with the reference
codec in regards to subjective quality.
An automated approach is also possible, such as the one employed by Kim and Choi (2011)
in the evaluation of the degradation caused to various VoIP applications and codecs by multiple
delay categories in wireless mesh networks. In their experiment, they adopted the use of Per-
ceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ), standardised in International Telecommunication
Union (n.d.b), to measure the degradation of the signal received by the VoIP applications when
subjected to many different network conditions, artificially generated by a network emulator.
As a result of their experiment, it was concluded that such applications are very sensitive to
network conditions and could benefit from call quality monitoring modules that could detect
and manage situations such as packet loss, jitter and latency.
Additionally, Wuttidittachotti and Daengsi (2015) demonstrates it is possible to infer the
Quality of Experience (QoE) of provided by a network by measuring the PESQ score of multiple
VoIP applications over many different places of the city of Bangkok, in Thailand. The author
highlights the networks tend to prioritise Quality of Service (QoS), while users would prefer a
focus on QoE. As a result of this study, it was possible to rank the service providers by their
respective QoE, empowering users purchase decisions.
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There are also cases in the literature of different MOS scales being used for measuring
quality, as exemplified by the Extended Range MOS test present in Ramo (2010). The author
argues that as with television and photography, telephony services should also follow the trends
of increase in quality, perhaps even aim for face-to-face conversational quality. In order to
measure the improvement in the user experience, a large number of MOS tests, in a scale of 1
(very bad) to 9 (excellent), was executed using mono and stereo versions of various narrowband,
wideband, superwideband and fullband speech codecs. As expected, the experiment revealed
a clear preference of the users for wider signal bandwidths, higher bit rates, and stereo speech
samples.
It is also common to couple the MOS test with other quality assessment techniques to
evaluate multiple aspects of the quality produced by a codec or application. This is observable
in Zhou et al. (2010), in their study to find the perfect codec for their ARM-based SIP phone.
Their experiment contained a 5-scale MOS test alongside with the R value measured by an
E-Model, a computational model for transmission planning defined in Bergstra and Middelburg
(2003) and, according to Assem et al. (2013), occasionally used for quality assessment. In the
end, they used the results of the experiments to select the best performing codec, iLBC, for
their next generation of phone.
Finally, despite its widespread use in quality assessment, the MOS test is not without
criticisms. Streijl et al. (2016) highlights its nature as a subjective experiment and states MOS
values are prone to misuse and misinterpretation, providing a full analysis of the suitability
and limitations of such tests for various applications. Benoît et al. (1989) used Semantically
Unpredictable Sentences to evaluate a multilingual synthesiser within the ESPRIT SAM project.
Hazan and Grice Hazan and Grice (1989) then focused on the learning effect aspects of the
experiment. This experiment was later described by Benoît et al. in Benoīt et al. (1996).
Sityaev et al. (2006) compared the ITU-T Recommendation P.85 ITU-T (1994a) for text-to-
speech assessments with Benoît et al. Benoīt et al. (1996)’s SUS, and concluded that the latter
provides a more rigorous measure of intelligibility between the systems while the former could
still give supplementary data to a study.
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Thanks to multiple innovations in the Machine Learning field, more specifically in Deep Learn-
ing, and to the popularisation of tools like TensorFlow and PyTorch, automated transcription
of speech samples is now possible to be done without the assistance of a Cloud provider such as
Google or Microsoft. One example of a project that uses Deep Learning to transcribe speech
samples into text is Mozilla’s implementation of the Deep Speech architecture (Mozilla Corpo-
ration, n.d.). It uses Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers to detect and track long-term
relationships contained within the signal. Mozilla also provides the tools for training the net-
work for different languages and dialects, however they currently only officially support the x86
family of processors as compilation targets.
On the other hand, the text-to-speech is a problem that has had sufficiently good solutions
since the development of the LPC codecs, described in Elias (1955a). However, it is only recently
with the same advances in Machine Learning that it was made possible to have a computer-
synthesised voice that sounds like a human voice and that speaks with similar naturality to real
human speech. Some recent implementations are even capable of artificially insert pauses and
stutters to the speech, which add to the realism of the interlocutor.
In this work, we define a speech-to-speech pipeline as the combination of the automated
speech transcription into plain text and their subsequent reconstitution into waveform via the
use of a speech synthesiser with the explicit intent of saving bandwidth by transmitting text-only
messages through the network.
However, this process was not a new development in the field, as it has seen plenty of use
as a medium for automatic translation between multiple languages.
Speech-to-text solutions have been incorporated into multiple solutions in the past couple
of years. They provide a faster way to type text while freeing the hands of the user for other
tasks. Additionally, they also give new accessibility options for people with multiple types of
disabilities, improving their inclusion in an increasingly touchscreen-dominated world.
Condado and Lobo (2007) used speech synthesis to enable users with speech disabilities to
use VoIP applications, as long as they support Microsoft’s Speech Application Programming
Interface, version 5 (SAPI 5). Their solution also provided users with access to the Public
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Switched Telephone Network via Skype, which allows them to make calls to regular landlines
and cellphones.
Lewis (2015) also extended Skype’s functionalities to provide a voice communication tool
for people with severe hearing disabilities using a speech-to-speech pipeline, which was com-
posed of a speech-to-text transcription step, a machine translation engine and a text-to-speech
synthesiser. Their results also implied this pipeline was powerful enough to run in real-time,
surprising some of their users.
Lavie et al. (2002) have also developed a VoIP application that relies on a similarly com-
posed speech-to-speech pipeline to provide a translation tool for a VoIP application which,
in conjunction to a drawing board component, was used to provide directions for tourists in
multiple languages. Their speech translation modules are better detailed by Rossato et al. in
Rossato et al. (2002), where they achieved a 40% success rate while translating between French
and Italian.
Takezawa et al. (1998) have developed a speech-to-speech translation system for the ho-
tel room reservation domain using a speaker-independent phoneme-context-dependent acoustic
model and a language model of variable-order N-gram.
With the relatively recent popularisation of Deep Learning technologies such as Theano and
TensorFlow, it is now possible to execute many tasks previously relegated to be executed on
centralised server farms, such as speech recognition. Additionally, the execution of both the
speech recognition and synthesis happening locally, it becomes possible to exploit the speech-
to-speech pipeline as an encoding mechanism capable of exchanging short messages using just



















Figure 3.1: Speech-to-speech pipeline
The proposed encoding mechanism in this work can be described in the following steps:
• A speech stream is continuously captured from the source, either a microphone or a file,
• A simple silence detection algorithm searches for a minimum silence threshold over a set
amount of samples to find the intervals between the utterances,
• A speech sample containing all data between the last edge and the current edge is con-
verted to text using a Speech-to-text (STT) engine,
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• The resulting text is transmitted,
• Once the text packet is received, it is converted back into speech form via the use of a
Text-to-speech (TTS) engine,
• The speech sample is reproduced in a speaker.
In this chapter, we will consider the possibility of the dramatic data rate reductions that
could be achieved by using a speech-to-text engine in conjunction with a text-to-speech syn-
thesiser to encode speeches as text.
Codec Size Bit Rate




Table 3.1: Average size and bit rate of the sample set
As a toy example, table 3.1 contains the average size (in bytes) and bitrate (in bytes/s)
of more than 100 speech samples encoded using one of four different codecs: PCM A-law,
SPEEX, Opus and a speech-to-speech pipeline. It is possible to observe, albeit not surprisingly,
the textual representation of the speech is orders of magnitude smaller than the original signal.
Evidently, this cost saving measure comes at a hefty price: all of the non-textual charac-
teristics of the message contained in the original speech sample is discarded. Additionally, as
the speech-to-text transcription process is very complex, it is usually delegated to cloud-based
solutions and their usage would naturally defeat the purpose of extracting the text from the
speech sample in the first place. Mainly due to the requirement of uploading the raw speech
samples to the cloud service for transcription and a second round trip for the voice synthesis,
adding extra unintended costs to the process.
Gladly, mobile devices have travelled a long way since the days of being exclusively wireless
telephones. Now, such devices are essentially full-fledged pocket computers, capable of executing
many tasks that in the past would be relegated to bulky towers under a desk. It should be no
surprise that some of these devices are even capable of running heavily demanding tasks, such
as the deep learning benchmarks demonstrated by Ignatov et al. (2018).
It is important to highlight that the use of speech-to-speech pipelines are not new in the field,
as they have been used in the past to provide automated translation and assistive functionalities
to Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platforms, such as the one described in Lavie et al. (2002).
In order to evaluate this solution, we have started with two experiments that provided
the baseline data for contrasting this solution against other well developed applications in the
market. The experiment described in Chapter 4 is a comparison between multiple popular
VoIP applications analysing their performance under the lens of bandwidth consumption. On
the other hand, Chapter 5 focuses solely on the user’s perceived notions of the quality of the call.
It was important to execute these two experiments as it is not possible to view the full picture
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with only one of them, as higher quality often requires an increase in bandwidth consumption
and lower bandwidth usage tends to negatively affect the quality of the signal. Finally, on
Chapter 6, we test our solution against a standard encoding method by measuring the loss of
intelligibility in the message using Semantically Unpredictable Sentences (SUS). If no significant
loss in intelligibility was detected, it would imply there is no prejudice to the understanding of
the message being transmitted via a speech-to-speech pipeline despite the massive savings in
bandwidth usage.
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Laptop 1 Lenovo Thinkpad T420
Laptop 2 Dell Latitude E7270
Operating system Debian GNU/Linux (stretch)
Kernel version 4.6.0-1-amd64
Mobile 1 Motorolla Moto G3 (Android 6.0)
Mobile 2 Sony-Ericsson Xperia (Android 6.0)
Table 4.1: Equipment used on the experiments
4
Network performance evaluation
To evaluate the solution proposed in the previous chapter, it was necessary to obtain a base line
set of performance data which could inform the development of the STSP as well as provide
data to contrast the STSP against other solutions currently in use in the market.
In this chapter, there will be a higher focus on network performance analysis of the applica-
tions selected to be used in the execution of a black-box experiment that assessed various VoIP
applications.
4.1 Methodology
In this experiment, two mobile devices connected to the internet via two routers are going
to communicate with each other using each application listed at this chapter’s introduction
section. Subsequent sections will detail the equipment used for the experiment, its procedures
and the prototype developed to coordinate this test.
4.1.1 Equipments and Materials
This subsection lists the equipment and materials used in this experiment, which required the
use of two mobile devices and two routers capable of intercepting the mobile connections and
logging their network interactions.
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The speech samples were reproduced to the phones using a pair of earphones, which were
physically placed over the microphones of the devices.
Although no special requirements were made for the equipment listed on table 4.1, they
have been listed on the interest of repeatability of the experiment. Still, some precautions were
taken to reduce as many variable as it was possible, such as:
• The versions of the operating systems of both laptops and cellphones were kept the same,
to avoid any possible difference caused by changes in libraries and software versions,
• The mobile phones selected were capable of running all of the applications mentioned, in
order to prevent the need to change devices mid-experiment.
• The laptops were acting as Internet routers for the phones and as such, they were con-
nected to the network via Ethernet cables, which freed their wireless cards for ad-hoc
connections.
Additionally, this experiment requires an assortment of software to be installed, each re-
sponsible for specific tasks:
• “tc” (Kuznetsov et al., 1999), short for Traffic Control, was used to change network
behaviour and simulate adverse network conditions. The main feature used in this ex-
periment was the “qdisc”, which can be used to change how the packets arriving on the
interface will be handled.
• “tcpdump” (Jacobson et al., 2003), was used to collect all the network usage logs, gener-
ated by the mobile applications, into a single .pcap file.
• “tshark” (Combs et al., 2006a), the command-line interface (CLI) of Wireshark, was used
to filter out the IP addresses used by the application for data transmission in the pcap
logs.
• “mplayer” (Gereöffy et al., 2000), was the media player used to reproduce all the audio
samples used in this experiment.
• A set of CLI scripts to coordinate the experiment between both laptops, which will be
described in the next section.
Finally, four recordings containing speech samples with no more than 30 seconds were se-
lected to be played in a simulated conversation between two parts. The speech samples had been
separated in stereo channels, where only one channel would be talking at a time, to simulate a
conversation between two people.
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4.1.2 Description of the Prototype
This section will provide a description of all the scripts used to perform this experiment.
The first script lists all unknown IP addresses contained in the pcap file, alongside with the
total data used by the packets, to generate a list of the most used addresses per application.
From this list, all IP’s with more than 1% of the total data consumption were filtered and
removed from the unknown address list, ensuring it would not appear on subsequent runs of
this program.
The second script reads the .pcap files and converts it into a table contained the compiled
information of all packets sent during the test, as well as unifies the length fields of TCP and
UDP connections, as these are referred by different names by “tshark”. The final table with all
fields normalised can be easily imported by spreadsheet programs such as Excel or LibreOffice
for further analysis of the data.
The third script is a command-line interface which controls the experiment and synchronises
a set of configuration and execution variables between the two laptops used as routers for the
phones. As any CLI, it is driven by a series of textual inputs, here referred as “commands”,
which are issued to both sides of the connection before they can be executed. Additionally,
commands can be added to a queue, which will be executed one at a time upon the previous
command completion until there is nothing more in the line.
The next list contains all commands available for the previously mentioned interface, with
“<field>” denoting obligatory fields and “[field]” representing the optional ones” itself. Fields
that contain only a set number of options are indicated by the “|” symbol, i.e. “<left|right>”.
• “config <save|load> [file]” - Saves or loads all constants and variables from or to the
specified file. If “file” is not specified, “config.json” is used as a default value.
• “const <name> [value]” - Creates a constant identified as “name” and assigns the “value”
to it, or empty string if that field is not present.
• “dec <variable> [number]” - Decreases the value of “variable” by “number”. In case no
“number” is provided, 1 is used as a default value.
• “echo <text>” - Prints “text” to the screen.
• “exit” - Closes the program.
• “iface bitrate <rate>” - Limits the bandwidth of the interface to a maximum of “rate”kbps.
• “iface loss <chance> [correlation]” - Adds a rule to the active network interface using
“tc”, which causes it to drop “chance%” of the packets. If a “correlation” is specified,
packet drop distribution will be adjusted accordingly.
• “iface reset” - Removes all the “tc” rules created by this program on the active network
interface.
• “inc <variable> [number]” - Increments the value of “variable” by “number”. If the
“number” field is not specified, “variable” is increased by 1.
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• “log <start|stop>” - Initiates or terminates the network event logging process, which uses
“tcpdump” to generate the event logs.
• “next” - Causes a series of commands which resets all the test parameters to their original
states, initialises the next test on the queue, executes it and does additional clean-up after
its conclusion.
• “play <file>” - Reproduces the selected file using “mplayer”.
• “queue <count> <command>” - Adds the command passed count times to the queue.
All words after the “command” field are considered part of “command” itself.
• “set <variable> [value]” - Alters the value of “variable” to “value”, or empty string if no
“value” is provided. Additionally, the variable is created and initialised if it did not exist
before.
• “test add <name> <command>” - Adds “command” to the test identified as “name”. If
such a test does not exist, it is created and initialised.
• “test clear” - Removes all tests from memory.
• “test rm <name>” - Removes the test identified by “name” from memory.
• “wait” - Causes the program to pause and wait for the “enter” key to be pressed.
4.1.3 Procedures
At first, it was important to select the VoIP applications that would be contrasted in this
experiment. To reduce possible variations that could be caused by constant changes of hardware,












Table 4.2: Estimation of number of installations.
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Figure 4.1: Representation of the experiment.
In consequence, our main criterion for the selection of the applications was the number of
downloads displayed at Google’s Play store, as demonstrated by table 4.21. Likewise, we have
used the number of downloads provided by Huawei’s application store to select two popular
applications in the Chinese market, as the number of downloads at Google’s store, if present,
may not reflect their actual popularity in their home markets. Lastly, we have also included our
industry partner’s, Horizon Globex, VoIP solution on this list, to investigate how their solution
compares against their competitors.
In preparation for this experiment, two ad-hoc wireless networks were set up, one for each
mobile device, and the laptops were connected to the internet using Ethernet cables, effectively
turning the laptops into Internet routers for the phones. The phones were then connected to
each of the laptops, creating the connection illustrated by figure 4.1.
The objective of using the laptops as routers was to facilitate the interception of all messages
being sent through the network by the mobile devices, which was done using Combs et al.
(2006b)’s Wireshark software. This step generated all the network usage logs necessary for a
black-box analysis of all the applications tested.
Having the network been properly arranged, the coordinator script is initialised in both
machines, one running the server script and the other running the client script. Once connected,
the desired application should be loaded on both phones, the call should be started and, upon
connection confirmation, the following steps should be performed:
• Each earpiece of the earphone should be secured against the microphone of the mobile
device and connected to the laptop which has the voice samples.
• Upon using the “next” command, the script should prepare the test and wait for confir-
mation before proceeding.
• Once ready, the “enter” key should be pressed to start the test.
1The values presented in this table were collected from Google’s and Huawei’s application stores in
01/03/2017. Additionally, the number of downloads provided by Google seemed to have been rounded to
the nearest order magnitude, which would explain why multiple applications had the exact same number of
downloads. Finally, the number of installations for Hangouts might not reflect its popularity at that time, as
it used to be pre-installed in Android devices and, as such, its real popularity could vary depending on how
pre-installed application updates were counted by the store.
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• After confirmation, a “tcpdump” process will be spawned on the background, which will
collect all network events until it is killed by the coordinator script.
• As soon as the logging starts, the script will start the reproduction of the speech sample.
• Once the speech sample has been fully played, the script will kill the “tcpdump” process,
ceasing the logging of all network events.
• The queue then moves to the next sample and waits for the “next” command before
repeating these steps.
• This process will repeat until all samples in the queue have been tested.
After the end of the experiment, the resulting .pcap files containing all the network events
registered during the experiment will be parsed using Wireshark, in the following manner:
• The events will be filtered, removing all irrelevant connections from the resulting table.
• For the purposes of this experiment, only the most accessed IP addresses are considered
relevant.
• Additionally, all IP addresses were checked, whenever possible, to ensure their origin
matched the service being tested.
• From the network events generated to and from the selected IP addresses, a table is
compiled with the following fields:
– A total count of packets,
– A sum of all network packet sizes,
– A sum of all network packet payload sizes,
– And the number of retransmission events.
Using this table, it is possible to derive the final results of the experiment, containing the
aggregated data we are interested in:
• “Wire throughput”, calculated by dividing the sum of the packet sizes by the sum of the
duration of the samples and represents how many bytes per second are being transmitted,
including all the overhead generated by the network protocol stack.
• “Payload throughput”, calculated by dividing the sum of the payload sizes by the sum
of the duration of the samples and represents how many bytes per second are sent, after
removing the overhead.
• “Packet rate”, calculated by dividing the number of packets by the duration of the test
sample.
• “Frame size”, calculated by dividing the sum of the packet sizes by the count of packets
sent during the test and represents the average size of a packet, including the overhead.
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• “Payload size”, calculated by dividing the sum of the payload sizes by the count of packets
sent during the test and represents the average size of a payload.
• “Payload-to-header ratios”, calculated by dividing the payload size by the header size,
which can be obtained removing the payload size from the frame size, and represents how
much of the data sent is used to represent speech as opposed to internal protocol details.
4.2 Results
The first finding of this experiment was an unexpected surprise: Half of the tested applications
were using TCP as their Transfer-layer protocol of choice. Those were, in alphabetical order,
Facebook’s Messenger, Google’s Hangouts, QQ, Viber and WeChat.
Additionally, the data collected in the experiment was compiled into table 4.3, which was
assembled out of the data produced by 80 different test executions per application, totalling
800 test for all 10 applications.
Application Wire throughput (kb/s) Payload throughput (kb/s) Packet rate (p/s) Frame size (bytes) Payload size (bytes) Overhead (%)
Horizon (SPVS) 8.24 5.90 7.97 130 93 30.26
WhatsApp 23.59 17.44 22.23 133 99 25.96
QQ 28.64 20.07 31.08 116 81 29.92
Facebook 29.23 24.02 16.76 219 180 18.59
Viber 40.66 28.22 45.02 113 79 30.89
WeChat 44.85 35.83 33.13 170 136 20.33
Telegram 48.22 40.40 27.71 218 183 16.68
Line 53.82 42.21 42.33 159 125 21.58
Hangouts 59.06 32.35 50.80 146 80 45.90
Skype 84.54 61.69 83.98 126 92 27.06
Table 4.3: Network performance of the selected applications
This table shows the relationship between average packet size, the average packet usage and
the packet transmission rate, in which applications that rely more heavily on buffering tend to
have a lower packet rate and larger packet size. On the other hand, applications with smaller
buffering windows will be more demanding of network resources, displaying higher packet rates
with relatively smaller packet sizes.
Another important aspect of how much of the packet is actually being used by the application
to store the encoded speech sample as opposed to the meta-information stored into the header of
every packet, called packet overhead. Applications that rely on larger buffers tend to have lower
overhead, as fewer packets overall need to be transmitted and, as such, less header information
is necessary to transfer the same amount of information. At the same time, applications with
smaller buffers will be paying for the reduced latency by increasing the overall overhead of the
message, as header information gets replicated between transmitted packets.
4.3 Discussion
Most of the network protocol specifications will need to add extra data to their packets in
order to control the flow of the information between the devices, which effectively reduces the
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amount of bandwidth available to transmit the data itself. This meta-information is usually
called header, as it tends to be present in the leading end of the packet and contains vital
information for the protocol. As an example, the Internet Protocol, version 4, (IPv4) (Postel
et al., 1981) needs at least 20 bytes of header information for any transmission, which be
increased depending on if extra features are required. If the same message is being transmitted
using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) (Postel, 1981b), 20 extra bytes will be added to
the total overhead. With only 2 protocol layers, it is clear that packets with less than 40 bytes
of payload data will be possibly wasting resources and stressing the network infrastructure.
The situation could be even worse, considering more layers of the network protocol stack.
It is clear that reducing overhead can have a positive impact on the overall bandwidth usage.
However, it may be a challenging endeavour in VoIP, as the buffering of the frames required
for overhead reduction may introduce excessive latency and drastically degrade the quality of
the call. Additionally, larger buffers can also negatively affect the quality on poor network
conditions, such as high packet loss, where a substantial amount of the data could not get
discarded along the way and cause perceptible errors in the communication.
Using this information, it is possible to see where the priorities of the applications lie within
this spectrum. The results displayed in table 4.3 also suggest this correlation, except for Horizon
Globex’s SPVS, which uses a significant portion of its packets as headers even with the use of
large buffers.
This is maybe a consequence of the multiple optimisation strategies, better detailed in
Dantas et al. (2018), especially the codec frame header optimisation, which uses a predictable
set of configurations to entirely eliminate the necessity of frame headers inside the codec and
helps the packets generated by their application to always stay under the 512 bytes mark, a
standard threshold used for internet routers after which packets may be fragmented for better
transmission.
Finally, network performance alone is not enough to evaluate the performance of VoIP
applications. As such, this experiment was followed by a survey where users would listen to
speech samples recorded using the applications listed in this chapter’s introduction and would
evaluate the perceived quality of the sample using a scale from 1 to 5. This experiment is the




Network performance is only one aspect of telecommunications and alone is not sufficient to
describe the characteristics of an application, as it possible to drastically reduce bandwidth
usage by drastically reducing the quality and intelligibility of the coded message.
As such, it is important to assess the resulting perceived quality of the speech samples
transmitted by the applications in order to fully understand the advantages and disadvantages
of each one.
This chapter describes the complementary experiment to the one executed in the previous
chapter, which consists of a simple survey of the perceived quality of multiple speech samples
recorded using the applications mentioned in the last chapter’s introduction section.
5.1 Methodology
In this experiment, speech samples recorded with the applications mentioned in chapter 4
were evaluated by multiple users in order to obtain a subjective opinion score, which will be
contrasted in this chapter with the network performance evaluation from the last chapter.
In order to achieve this goal, we have followed the ITU-T guidelines for a Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) test for subjective quality test, specified in International Telecommunication Union
(n.d.a), which will be detailed in section 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Equipments and Materials
The experiment was realised inside a sound room, where ambient noise levels were measured to
be 33.9 dB(A), which was used in two different stages: A recording session, and an evaluation
session.
For the recording session, the same equipment and software described in section 4.1.1 were
used to record all the speech samples required for the second session, with the addition of a
pair of speakers.
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The recorded audio samples were split into multiple speech samples using Audacity, an open-
source audio editor, which was also capable of simple operations like measuring the loudness of
the samples and visualising their spectrograms.
A shell script was used to normalise all the resulting speech samples to -26 LKFS with a
maximum true peak under -1 dBTP.
Finally, an Android application was developed for the evaluation sessions, which was capable
of reproducing the speech samples in random order and collect the MOS suggested by the users.
5.1.2 Description of the Prototype
To execute this subjective quality evaluation, the following Android application was developed
to streamline this process. This application contained all pre-recorded speech samples, which
were placed on a randomly sorted queue and reproduced individually, upon user request.
Figure 5.1: Screen capture of the MOS test application.
After hearing the sample, the user would then be asked to evaluate its subjective quality,
using a form similar to the one in figure 5.1.
At the end of the test, a screen containing all the final scores for the samples would be
displayed, which was then captured for data collection after the evaluation sessions had been
completed.
5.1.3 Procedures
The procedures listed in this section were primarily based on the ITU-T recommendations
contained in International Telecommunication Union (n.d.a). Additionally, this experiment
was executed using the applications previously listed in Chapter 4, selected using the same
criteria described in Section 4.1.3.
In preparation for the experiment, two speech samples were selected, the first having a male
speaker and the second having a female speaker, both contained two sets of very short phrases
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of no more than 3 seconds each and were separated by brief moments of silence. Additionally,
the sentences had no apparent relationship between themselves.
A measurement of the environmental noise of the then empty sound room was recorded,
which in this case was found to be 33.9 dB(A).
Two Android phones were then set up for recording by placing one inside the sound room
with the speakers and the other one inside the control room representing a speaker, with the
audio out plugged into the microphone input of the laptop which served as a listener. The
speakers for the speaker’s phone were set at a distance of 10cm of the phone’s microphone, and
was calibrated to never peak above 80 dB(A). The positions of the objects were marked in order


















Figure 5.2: Experimental flow of the recording session.
The recording process of the speech samples for all applications would then follow these
steps:
• Speaker device calls Listener device.
• Listener device answers the call, completing the circuit.
• Speaker device reproduces the recorded sample.
• Listener device receives the sample, which is recorded by the laptop.
• The process repeats for all applications and speech samples.
Once all the samples have been recorded, the samples would be extracted from the audio
files using Audacity, then normalised using a bash shell script to -26 LKFS with true peak under
1 LKFS, as recommended by EBU (2014).
After normalisation, the speech files were added to the application to be deployed on the
testing phone, to ensure no network fluctuations would further affect the test.
The evaluation portion of this test was then set up on the same room, in which the users
would listen to the previously recorded samples and grade them with a number from 1 (bad)
to 5 (excellent).
In this test, users were required to move the phone to their ears, as to simulate regular
phone usage instead of a more controlled earphone situation.
The experiment then proceeded as follows:
• A user was brought to the sound room, where the instructions of the experiment were
read, and any questions about its execution were answered.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental flow of the listening session.
• The phone was then given to the user, with the evaluation application already its starting
state and awaiting for inputs.
• This starting screen contained a resumed version of the experiment instructions and a
“start” button.
• Once the user was ready, they could press the button to start a trial run, which reproduced
6 speech samples and asked for evaluation, in a similar manner the real test would.
• At the end of this trial run, the users could ask for further clarifications before proceeding
to the real experiment. The questions were explicitly limited to the test execution as to
not affect the results of the test.
• After the trial phase, the user would then press the “start” button again, to load the first
real sample of the experiment. These samples were loaded in a random order, generated
at the start by using adding all the samples to a randomised queue, to ensure no sample
would be reproduced twice for the same user.
• The next screen would present a form and a play button. This form was locked until the
sample was reproduced and contained the five grades available for the user to choose:
– 5 - Excellent
– 4 - Good
– 3 - Fair
– 2 - Poor
– 1 - Bad
• Once the “play” button was pressed, the user would have 3 seconds to move the phone to
the correct position, after which the selected sample would be reproduced.
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Application Female Speech Male Speech Overall
Horizon (SPVS) 2.72 (0.89) 2.39 (0.97) 2.56 (0.94)
Facebook 2.67 (1.14) 2.61 (1.04) 2.64 (1.07)
QQ 3.06 (1.16) 3.11 (1.08) 3.08 (1.11)
WhatsApp 3.89 (0.76) 3.33 (0.91) 3.61 (0.87)
Telegram 4.17 (0.79) 3.78 (1.00) 3.97 (0.91)
WeChat 3.89 (0.96) 4.06 (0.80) 3.97 (0.88)
Line 4.39 (0.85) 4.56 (0.62) 4.47 (0.74)
Hangouts 4.78 (0.43) 4.33 (0.84) 4.56 (0.70)
Viber 4.50 (0.62) 4.67 (0.49) 4.58 (0.55)
Skype 4.83 (0.38) 4.44 (0.71) 4.64 (0.59)
Table 5.1: Results of the MOS experiment using headphones
• After the end of the speech sample, the form would be unlocked, allowing the user to
grade its subjective quality.
• These steps are repeated until the end of the sample queue when a screen containing an
identification number of the sample and the score would be displayed.
After the evaluation session, all the numbers were transferred to a regular spreadsheet,
where they were grouped by application and averaged to produce the results presented in the
next section.
5.2 Results
In total, 18 participants volunteered to be part of this experiment, between researchers, workers
and students.
The following table contains the MOS of all the samples for all applications, alongside with
the standard deviation of this average to represent the spread of the distribution of the grades
given by the users:
In this table, it is possible to observe that applications that had the best results in regards to
subjective quality, Skype, also had a smaller spread of the scores, suggesting a higher consensus
while other applications would present higher variability.
Additionally, it was possible to see a possible correlation between the female speech samples
and a higher perceived quality score, which might be a result of many factors, such as accent,
diction, pronunciation speed, amongst others.
For the sake of completeness, a trial run of the experiment was executed using earphones
instead of using the phone in a regular position, with a total of 6 participants.
It is possible to see the effects a better listening device would have had on the results,
although the sample size is too small to take any conclusions from this trial run.
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Application Female Speech Male Speech Overall
Horizon (SPVS) 2.83 (1.17) 1.83 (0.75) 2.33 (1.07)
Facebook 3.33 (0.52) 2.50 (0.84) 2.92 (0.79)
QQ 3.33 (0.52) 2.67 (1.37) 3.00 (1.04)
WhatsApp 4.00 (0.63) 3.67 (1.03) 3.83 (0.84)
Telegram 4.67 (0.52) 4.00 (1.10) 4.33 (0.89)
WeChat 4.00 (0.63) 4.33 (0.82) 4.17 (0.72)
Line 4.33 (0.82) 4.33 (0.82) 4.33 (0.79)
Hangouts 4.83 (0.41) 4.50 (0.84) 4.67 (0.65)
Viber 4.50 (0.55) 4.33 (0.82) 4.42 (0.67)
Skype 5.00 (0.00) 4.33 (0.82) 4.67 (0.65)
Table 5.2: Results of the MOS experiment using the phone’s earpiece
In both tables, Female and Male speech samples are listed individually to investigate the
effect different speakers had on the perceived quality of the application.
Finally, using these results with the ones presented on the last chapter, it is possible to
compose an additional table which demonstrates the relationship between subjective quality
and data usage.
Application Overall MOS Wire throughput (kb/s) Cost (cents/s)
Horizon (SPVS) 2.56 8.24 0.08
WhatsApp 3.61 23.59 0.23
QQ 3.08 28.64 0.28
Facebook 2.64 29.23 0.29
Viber 4.58 40.66 0.40
WeChat 3.97 44.85 0.44
Telegram 3.97 48.22 0.47
Line 4.47 53.82 0.53
Hangouts 4.56 59.06 0.58
Skype 4.64 84.54 0.83
Table 5.3: Average approximate cost of a call (assuming 10 cents/MB cost)
An extra column was added to the table containing the cost per second of a call made
using each application, to include an additional perspective in the discussion. These costs were
calculated assuming a value of 10 USD cents/MB rate, using the standard data rate offered by




As stated in the previous chapter, network performance alone does not give us a full picture of
the behaviour of a VoIP application, as quality tends to rapidly degrade with the reduction of
bandwidth.
Using Inter Telecom’s cost/MB as a base cost estimate, it is possible to see advantages of
the solution provided by Horizon Globex in terms of low cost with close to Fair subjective
quality, which can be heavily offset with its 80% reduction in data consumption, depending on
the application.
On the other hand, the applications that did not impose themselves with these limitations,
such as Skype and Hangouts, were able to achieve the best quality reported in this experiment,
with MOS really close to Excellent. This was expected, as there is a clear correlation between
bandwidth usage and the final quality of the speech samples.
Although the sample set was too small to make any conclusions, the results from table
5.2 suggest an overall improvement of the scores when compared to the scores given to the
same samples in table 5.3. This is also expected, as the earpieces would allow for better sound
propagation to the users’ ears, as opposed to the phone’s speakers.
Lastly, to ensure the applications would be evaluated across multiple levels of pitch and
tone, male and female samples were used in the test. The results show a greater consensus
on the female voice samples, while higher deviation on the results of the male voice samples.
This could be the result of a range of different causes, amongst them pitch, tone or even the
speaker’s natural accent.
In conclusion, this experiment shows that is is possible to achieve ultra-low bandwidth usage
to deliver very low-cost communications, but also that it has a heft cost in the quality of the
call. Although this cost can be mitigated using various methods such as silence detection,
header optimisation, and large buffers, it is still present to some degree in the final results.
Furthermore, it was possible to observe that the bandwidth saving methods employed by some
of the applications did not come at cost of the intelligibility of the speech samples recorded
using them.
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This experiment was primarily based on Benoīt et al. (1996)’s Semantically Unpredictable Sen-
tences (SUS) test, which was designed to validate the synthesised speech samples for how
intelligible they were to the users participating on it.
The details of this experiment will be covered by the subsequent sections in this chapter.
6.1.1 Equipments and Materials
The equipment used by this experiment used much of the same equipment reported in sections
4.1.1 and 5.1.1.
The Speech-to-Text engine selected was Mozilla Foundation (2016)’s Deep Speech imple-
mentation of Hannun et al. (2014)’s Deep Speech architecture. This engine was selected as it
was worked completely offline, it was freely available, already pre-trained and could theoretically
be converted to work in Android systems.
The Text-to-Speech engine used was the same one that comes pre-installed in Android
phones, as it sounded very natural and was tested to not require an Internet connection.
Additionally, a python script was created to generate sentences with 5 to 8 words, with
no more than 3 syllables each taken from a dictionary of the 5000 most popular words in
American English, accessible in wordfrequency.info (2018). These words were then recorded
using a microphone and the same sound room listed in the previous equipment sections.
The MOS application was repurposed to only output the speech samples and a notebook
with blank sheets of paper and a pen was provided to the users, which was used to transcribe
the voice samples. The application was capable of producing artificial packet drops, to simulate
poor network conditions in a controlled way.
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Finally, a second script was written to parse all the transcriptions and calculate the word
error rate produced by both the real speech samples and the synthetic speech samples.
6.1.2 Description of the Prototype
The first piece of code written for this experiment was a simple python script that generates
a list many syntactically correct, but otherwise meaningless sentences, as specified by Benoīt
et al. (1996).
The words selected for this list were separated into multiple categories, namely: Adjectives
(A), Conjunctions (C), Nouns (N), Prepositions (P), Question Words (Q), Relative Pronouns
(R), Auxiliary Verbs (AV), Intransitive Verbs (IV) and Transitive Verbs (TV).
These words would be selected from a random pile, and arranged in one of five sentence
patterns:
• “The N IV P the A N”, i.e. “The cat rained over the dense place”.
• “The A N TV the N”, i.e. “The broken man loves the park”.
• “TV the N C the N”, i.e. “Bring the money and the car”.
• “Q AV the N TV the A N”, i.e. “Why have the dog run the long path?”.
• “The N TV the N R IV”, i.e. “The girl walk the path who travels”.
The script will then partition all requested sentences between these five categories, selecting
an equal amount of each one of them and printing the results to the screen.
Next, some modifications were made to the MOS test Android application. The form was
removed, as it is not part of this experiment, leaving only a play button, which reproduces a
random speech sample picked between the real samples and the synthesised samples. If a real
samples was selected, the speech sample would randomly select on of three packet loss scenarios
to simulate: 0%, 5% and 10%. The order of the sentences and the type selected were logged by
the application, which was used later to evaluate the results.
Finally, a script was created to parse all the transcribed sentences and deduce its Word
Error Rate (WER), the Levenshtein distance and the phonetic distance when comparing it to
the original sample. Additionally, the script also generated a new sample set by assuming the
transcription process had been perfect, by comparing the text transcribed by the users with
the output of the Speech-to-Text engine instead of the original sentence.
6.1.3 Procedures
In preparation for the experiment, a series of words had to be collected from a list of the most
common words in American English, available in wordfrequency.info (2018). Higher preference
was given to words with one or two syllables, as to not further overload the users’ short-term
memory with excessively long sentences.
These words were then fed to the first script described in the last section, which generated
a large amount of sentences. This list was carefully filtered in order to remove instances where
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the word combinations resulted in inappropriate sentences, resulting in a total of 167 different
sentences. The list of sentences was then printed and a recording session was arranged to record
all the speech samples required.
Before the recording, the ambient noise level at the recording room was measured at 33.5
dB(A). The speaker was instructed to speak naturally while keeping an approximate distance
of 10cm from the microphone.
The speech samples recorded were separated into multiple files using Audacity for sound
editing. Additionally, bad takes were discarded and the samples were normalised to -26 LKFS
and -1 dBTP to ensure a consistent sound level throughout the experiment.
After the samples have been loaded into the Android application, the experiment took place
in the same sound room. Users were given the mobile device with the correct application
started, and were instructed to press the play button, listen carefully to the speech played and
transcribe the words they have heard into the sheet of paper. After which, they would press
the same button again to load the next sample in the line until no more samples were left.
Once all the data had been collected, the transcriptions were manually transferred to a text
file, which was fed into the second script to generate a table containing the Word Error Rates,
the Levenshtein distance and the phonetic distance between the sentences.
6.2 Results
Words Correct Subst. Ins. Del. WER (%)
TTS 6.77 5.87 0.61 0.09 0.29 14.49
TTS (Perfect) 6.78 6.06 0.47 0.05 0.25 11.16
PCM 0% loss 6.82 6.27 0.36 0.07 0.19 9.00
PCM 5% loss 6.76 6.10 0.36 0.06 0.30 10.60
PCM 10% loss 6.74 5.76 0.36 0.10 0.61 15.95
Table 6.1: Analysis of the WER of the selected compression methods
Table 6.1 presents the averaged results of the experiment previously described in 6.1.3 in
a word-by-word view. The words transcribed were normalised in such way as to allow words
that have similar sounds but different spellings, such as knows [n9Uz] and nose [n9Uz], to be
considered the same word. To ensure the words had identical phonetic representation, we have
consulted the online version of the Cambridge Dictionary (Cambridge University Press, 2018)
which, at the time of the writing, provides a convenient International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
representation of both the American and the British pronunciations of the words. Additionally,
words ending in ‘s’ or ‘ed’ were also normalised to their singular, present tense forms, as these
suffixes were often added by the participants whenever the word was followed by the article
‘the’. Although the difference in the columns 2 to 4 numbers do not seem very significant at
first glance, all values are relative to the average number of words present in the first column,
and therefore increase approximately 1% for each 0.06 points increase.
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Additionally, it was very uncommon for the participants to add a word in the sentence. In
our experiment, most of the insertions occurred when a word was interpreted as two separated
words, which correlates with the lower differences in the ‘insertions’ column.
The sentences were then measured for their Word Error Rate (WER), which represents how
much of the ground truth sentence had to be changed to obtain the hypothesis sentence.
To calculate this number, we first need to calculate the Levenshtein distance between the
sentences, using the algorithm described in Levenshtein (1966). For each step of this algorithm,
we check which of the following four categories results in the least amount of changes and add
that number to the total amount of changes made.
• Correct words (C): The next character in the ground truth sentence matches the next
character in the hypothesis sentence and no changes were required.
• Insertion (I): The next character in the hypothesis sentence does not exist in the ground
truth sentence. This represents how many extra characters the hypothesis had when
compared to the ground truth.
• Deletion (D): The next character in the ground truth sentence was omitted from the
hypothesis sentence. This represents how many characters were missing in the hypothesis.
• Substitution (S): The next character in the ground truth sentence does not match the
next character in the hypothesis sentence.
The results of these four categories are typically summed and presented as the minimum number
of edits required to turn one sentence into the other, and therefore is sometimes referred to as
the ‘edit distance’ between the sentences.
The WER uses a very similar algorithm to the one described above, but it operates in a
word-by-word instead of a character-by-character basis. Additionally, the numbers are also
length-normalised using the following equation:
WER =
S +D + I
S +D + C
(6.1)
This equation typically results in numbers between 0 and 1, that are often presented as percent-
ages and represents how much of the ground truth sentence was changed to transform it into the
hypothesis. An additional codec added in the form of the TTS (Perfect), which represents how
well the participant would have transcribed the original message if the Speech-To-Text (STT)
process had been flawless. To evaluate this data, we have used the output of the STT process
as the ground truth, instead of the original sentence, and then we compared it against the hy-
pothesis sentence to generate the results presented. This allowed us to analyse another aspect
of using a speech-to-speech pipeline as an encoding method without requiring extra effort from
the participants.
Table 6.2 shows the results under the sentence correctness level. The results were divided
into 4 bands with sentences that had 0, 1, 2, and 3 or more errors being represented by their own
individual columns. An error is counted for each word not considered correct in the sentences
transcribed by the participants using the same data used to calculate the data in Table 6.1.
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0 Errors (%) 1 Error (%) 2 Errors (%) 3+ Errors (%)
TTS 21 66 8 5
TTS (Perfect) 38 54 4 4
PCM 0% loss 48 47 3 2
PCM 5% loss 44 46 6 4
PCM 10% loss 30 53 6 11
Table 6.2: The accuracy of the listener’s transcription by sentence
Avg. LD Avg. PD
TTS 4.32 1.68
TTS (Perfect) 3.33 1.15
PCM 0% loss 2.37 0.94
PCM 5% loss 3.35 1.25
PCM 10% loss 5.03 1.94
Table 6.3: Average Levenshtein Distance and Phonetic distance of the transcriptions
Table 6.3 presents a more mathematical approach to measuring the correctness of the sen-
tences. This was achieved by measuring the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) between
the original sentence and the one transcribed by the user. The output of this algorithm rep-
resents the minimal amount of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to transform the
ground truth sentence into the hypothesis sentence.
Although this method gives us a metric for measuring the precision of the transcription, it
does not take into account phonetic similarities that might have thrown off the listener during
the transcription process, like in the words ‘leaf’ [li:f] and ’leave’ [li:v]. Therefore we have also
added a second metric, by converting all sentences into their phonetic representations using
the Double Metaphone algorithm (Philips, 2000). At the time of writing, a freely available
implementation of this algorithm can be found on GitHub (Wormer, 2014). This algorithm
ignores all vowels and converges similar consonants like ‘f’ and ‘v’ into the same character, in this
case ‘f’, which can be used to search, index and compare similar-sounding strings phonetically.
As such, both the words ‘leaf’ and ‘leave’ would be represented by the same string: ‘lf’. These
strings are then fed into the previously mentioned Levenshtein distance function. Since every
character now represents a phoneme, the edit distance between the strings now represents a
‘phonetic distance’ between the sentences.
In both cases, a lower number is preferable to a higher number, as fewer changes would need
to be made to make the original and the transcribed sequences equal.
6.3 Discussion
In this section, we will be discussing the results of the experiments performed in Section 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Errors by word
Figure 6.2: Errors by sentence
Figure 6.1 is a bar graph where each bar is divided into four bands, representing one of the
following categories: Correct words, Substitutions, Insertions and Deletions. All columns start
at 75% to improve the readability of the graph, as it would otherwise be difficult to distinguish
some of the bands.
Our data set suggests the speech-to-speech pipeline is very close to the PCM with 10% loss in
regards to the correct words, but the latter seems to promote more deletions than substitutions.
We believe this is due to the frame drops being quite evident in the 10% set, priming the users
to just skip the words instead of guessing them.
On the other hand, the hypothetical ‘perfect’ version of the TTS solution behaved in a
closer manner to the PCM with 5% loss, and as such closer to the ideal zero-loss scenario.
This suggests there are still improvements to be made to the STT process that could bring the
performance on par with the 5% loss scenario. We believe this is a positive sign which suggests
that under specific situations, it might be beneficial to trade a better accuracy for the leaner
data payloads provided by the STS solution.
Figure 6.2’s bands divided by the number of errors detected in the transcriptions. It shows
the PCM 10% performing better STS for 0 and 1 errors, but worse for 2 or more errors,
where the latter overtakes former, due to PCM 10% having more frequent missing words in the
transcribed sentences than STS had.
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Figure 6.3: Levenshtein distance of sentences
This figure also suggests a stronger similarity between all the other three methods, where
the zero-loss case has a small edge over the others by having fewer errors. We believe these
methods might be expressing close results due to the unpredictable nature of the speech sample
set, and their differences may be better perceived in a study using a more predictable data set.
In figure 6.3, we have used this algorithm to measure how similar the sentences transcribed
by the users and the original sentences where on a character-by-character basis. These results,
alongside with the WER measured in Table 6.1, demonstrate how fewer changes were made to
the original message when it went through the STS solution and suggest its use may be a viable
option in high network packet loss scenarios.
One major threat to the validity of this system would be the use of a cloud-based APIs for
both the speech transcription and the speech synthesis processes, as sending the raw audio for
analysis through the internet would defeat the purpose of using STS as a compression method
in the first place. We have avoided this major threat to validity via the use of Mozilla’s Deep
Speech engine to transcribe the recorded samples which can run locally in the testing machine
and does not depend on network connections to perform its function.
Another threat would be noise introduced in the assessment due to the use of public network
infrastructure, which could introduce too many variations of quality of service throughout the
day as the density of connected devices changes due to the number of students and staff present
in the university campus. We have opted to avoid this problem by simulating packet loss
artificially during the reproduction of the speech samples.
Based on the data in figure 6.3, we are confident that it is feasible to use speech-to-text as
a codec. Although it does not perform better than a regular 8kHz-sampled 16bit PCM A-law
voice codec in respect to the intelligibility of the message sent through the channel, it does
perform well enough to justify its use in situations where the network connection may be in
an unreliable state, extreme cost savings are required. In such situations, protocols could be
established to minimise the number of errors generated by the STS process, like slower and
more precise pronunciation of the words by the speaker, code words to delimit the messages
and message confirmations by the listener.
Additionally, we are confident that the performance of the STT process can still be im-
proved, as Mozilla’s implementation of Deep Speech is relatively young, and still under heavy
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In the speech coding field, knowledge is often iterative and piles up on previous discoveries to
extract new levels of redundancy of speech signals and achieve higher and higher compression
levels.
Much like in the linear prediction algorithm, where speech signal is predicted and contrasted
against the original signal in order to generate an error signal which can be transmitted with the
same quality over narrower bandwidths or higher quality at the same bandwidth, it should be
possible to compare a the original speech signal with the resulting signal after it is transcribed
and synthesised by a speech-to-speech pipeline. This could effectively generate two outputs, a
data stream containing the textual message, and an error signal representing the sub-textual of
this message, such as intonation changes and pitch shifting, which resolution could be controlled
by the order of the coding filter.
While the delay generated by this process could be prohibitive for real time communication,
many Mobile VoIP users often use a push-to-talk system to exchange short sound bites which






Recapitulating, in the introduction we have discussed the motivation behind the work. Specif-
ically, how challenging is to achieve 100% mobile network coverage, especially for newer and
faster technologies such as 4G and the currently soon to be implemented 5G.
We have used as an example the coverage in the Republic of Ireland, which despite being
an European country with very high mobile coverage still doesn’t cover 100% of its population,
and much less of its territory. Additionally, data collected by the World Bank and ITU (2018)
suggests that albeit fast growing, support for 3G or better technologies in “lower middle in-
come” and “low income” countries is still limited. This highlights the importance of optimising
bandwidth usage, as it could allow users only covered by slower technologies to enjoy a better
service without any major changes to the service provider’s infrastructure.
Which brought us to the main question of this work:
Is it possible to reduce data usage in a conversation with no significant reduction of
the intelligibility of the message?
Which leads us to Chapter 2, where we have investigated the Speech Coding field to assess
the current State of the Art. Based on the research done during the literature review stages of
this work, it was possible to see how this field builds upon previous work via the development
of new algorithms, the optimisation of existing algorithms, and the composition of multiple
different algorithms into a complex system that ultimately gives a higher compression rate
than its individual parts isolated.
In the subsequent Chapter 3, we propose a solution to the problem mentioned in the Research
Question, more specifically, it is possible to reduce bandwidth usage by converting speech to
text before transmission and reconverting said text back to speech samples on the receiving
end, which should sound as clear as possible to the listener as long as the transcription step
was successful. When compared with other speech codecs, this encoding method can reduce
bandwidth usage by more than 90%, albeit at the sacrifice of the extra-textual information
contained in the original speech sample.
Chapters 4 and 5 have described our initial experiments, designed to create a benchmark
which have measured the performance of existing Mobile VoIP applications freely available in
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market stores, which would later be used to compare against our solution. The former focuses
on the technical aspect of the communication and measures their raw bandwidth usage while
the latter was designed to measure the quality perceived by the users of the applications while
listening to the samples.
Finally, in Chapter 6, describes an experiment designed to test how the intelligibility of
messages transmitted using our solution against a standard codec, which evaluated how much
of the original message was being lost in the coding process.
The results of this experiment bring us to following the answer to the Research Question:
Yes, while the intelligibility of the messages transmitted using a speech-to-speech pipeline
were not superior to the ones using toll quality, it was similar enough to justify its use in situ-
ations were extremely low bandwidth is required when transmitting short and clear messages,
where transcription mistakes can be mitigated with proper communication protocols.
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Appendix A: Code repository
and data
All the code used in this work is available online, accessible via the following Universal Resource
Locator (URL): https://github.com/rgd-ul-2020/public.
This repository is divided in four directories:
• stsp/ : Contains the code used to implement the Speech-to-Speech pipeline, discussed in
chapter 3.
• mos_tester/ : Contains the code for the Android application used during the execution
of the MOS and SUS tests, mentioned in chapters 5 and 6.
• tools/ : Contains the code for all the tools developed for this work.
• spreadsheets/ : Contains the raw data spreadsheets generated during the data collection
phase of this research.
Details on how to install and run the code present in this repository can be found in the
























Abstract—Maintaining consistent VoIP quality is a challenging
task, especially where it is carried using a mobile internet
connection. With greater than 50% of the world’s mobile user
population using older GSM incarnations, this is very much
a present technical research challenge. This paper presents an
approach to improving mobile VoIP telephony by drastically
lowering the bandwidth consumption while maintaining accept-
able call quality when compared to competitor solutions. We
verify this claim through a quantitative analysis of bandwidth
consumption with q quantitative MOS test of audio quality when
compared to traditional VoIP solution.
Index Terms—VoIP, Mobile, Bandwidth, Consumption, Net-
work, MOS
I. INTRODUCTION
As the 5g era approaches and the number of connected
smart devices continue to increase, we find existing network
infrastructures under increasing strain [1]. This change dis-
proportionately affects developing nations, as old hardware
will be required to support the increasing demand of growing
populations [1].
While old hardware can be upgraded and new equipment
added, it can quickly become an expensive task, especially
considering that most will expect access to the Internet with
3g or faster connections.
With the majority of the world’s mobile user population
continuing to use 2G networks [1], network traffic optimisa-
tions can still provide benefits for mobile VoIP applications
where modern mobile internet infrastructure is not available.
In order to explore this market niche, Horizon Globex Ltd.1
created the Smart Packet VoIP Solution (SPVS) [2], a complete
solution for ultra-low bandwidth mobile Voice Over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) communications.
This solution includes an Android and iOS mobile applica-
tion, a series of node servers responsible for broker signalling
between the phones’ mobile applications, VoIP servers for
hosting calls between mobile applications regionally, and
gateways to standard telephony protocols 2, if necessary. It
also employs a series of network and codec optimisations in
1The Horizon Group Ltd. is an Ireland-headquartered public company
which provides bandwidth-efficient mobile VoIP solutions as both white-
labelled software for mobile carriers and end-user software.
2e.g.: SIP, SS7
order to allow real-time communication that is also stable,
reliable and bandwidth efficient.
This paper will provide a base comparison of bandwidth
usage and perceived quality using Mean Opinion Scoring
(MOS) [3] between the SPVS and its competing solutions.
II. RELATED WORK
Performance and quality comparisons between applications
are commonplace in mobile VoIP literature [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10].
Such comparisons can be used to test the performance of a
VoIP codec or VoIP network solution against its competitors
or longstanding market standards in order to build a ranking of
the best applications. For example, [4] used their experiment
to select a new codec for the Inmarsat mini-M system. Each
speech sample was processed through a number of different
conditions. Then a group of subjects evaluated the quality of
all samples using a 5-scale MOS test. In their experiments,
the Advanced Multi-Band Excited (AMBE) codec was the
best fit for their requirements. [7] tested the performance
of a number of codecs, including iLBC, Skype and Speex.
They used Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) to
evaluate how adverse network conditions like jitter and packet
loss affected the quality of the speech sample. As a result, they
could infer how robust the codecs were against bad network
conditions and concurrent simultaneous flows. To prove that
speech codecs are not capable of providing good quality
experience, [10] tested various codecs with varying sampling
frequencies under many listening conditions. They used a 9-
scale MOS variation to assess quality of the speech samples.
They concluded that listeners prefer wider bandwidths over
narrower bandwidths and stereo over mono. To evaluate the
quality of the 3g network in Bangkok (Thailand), [11] tested
quality variations in two mobile VoIP applications: Skype and
Line. They used PESQ to measure the quality of 5 different 3g
mobile networks within 14 universities in the city. The results
were used to decide which operator was the best one, and
they propose their work may be used to assess the quality of
the network over an area in the future. In order to select the
codec for their new ARM-based SIP phone, [5] also performed
comparisons between PCM, Speex and iLBC. They used R
Fig. 1. Typical workflow of a SPVS call.
value [12] and a 5-scale MOS to measure the performance
of the aforementioned codecs. Their results show iLBC being
superior to the other two under certain circumstances.
[13] criticises the MOS scale and propose alternative ideas
for media quality measurement. They also analyse the suitabil-
ity and limitations of MOS for different applications. Although
they conclude that managing the Quality of Experience (QoE)
is more important than the MOS, they also recognise the
suitability of this tool for quality monitoring, metric tuning
and validation.
Network performance comparisons can be also used to
measure the differences between each application. To improve
the usage on TCP connections via 3g/4g networks, [8] imple-
mented a group of modifications to the TCP protocol on some
routers, transparent to both ends of the link. By measuring the
average usage of the network they proposed their optimisations
could raise the throughput by 48 to 163%. [9] tested various
algorithms in order to reduce a temporary deadlock on the TCP
protocol, caused by Nagle’s algorithm [14]. They describe five
possible modifications to reduce the time spent in a deadlocked
state. They evaluate that each modification solves the problem
for a different set of cases, and they recommend that the
implementer not disable the algorithm due to the protection
it provides for the network. To reduce the impact on the
perceived quality caused by packet loss in a VoIP system,
[6] tested a number of codecs including AMR. They only
measured the amount of packets dropped for each codec. Their
results show that AMR has a lower chance of losing packets
when compared with the other ones.
III. THE SMART PACKET VOIP SOLUTION
The SPVS is a complete mobile VoIP network solution in-
cluding PSTN breakout capabilities3. It can be up to 90% more
bandwidth efficient than competing applications by employing
a series of optimisations, described in section III-A.
3While SPVS allows two users to communicate via traditional telephony
infrastructure, it also supports one or both sides to be completely disconnected
from regular PSTN as long as that user has access to the internet.
Figure 1 shows the basic workings of a typical VoIP call
using SPVS:
1) First the application contacts a central node, which will
try to find the other user inside the network.
2) The central node will then assign a VoIP server for
handling the call at the optimal geographic location,
sending this information to both participants.
3) Both ends will try to connect with the VoIP server. This
is done to avoid any NAT or proxy problems that would
arise otherwise.
4) Once connected, the VoIP server becomes responsible
for relaying the call between the participants.
5) If one or both the participants are not able to connect to
the VoIP server, a SIP server will call the unreachable
user using the normal telephony infrastructure.
A. Optimisations
Key to the efficiency gains of the SPVS over its competitors
is an accumulation of important protocol optimisations.
1) Protocol header elimination: Most protocols carry some
metadata alongside the payload. This header information is
used by the receiver to understand and access the information
contained inside, especially in cases where the configuration
parameters can be changed for each individual packet.
In order to improve bandwidth efficiency, the SPVS protocol
doesn’t carry metadata on every single packet. Instead we use
a series of metadata packets in order to coordinate the call
between the devices, allowing the packet to carry only the
actual encoded speech data.
2) Codec header elimination: In a similar way to protocols,
codecs also carry a series of parameters that must be sent
alongside the encoded data, which will be used during the
decoding process. As an example, SPEEX parameters can be
quite complex; as detailed by [15].
4Lowest estimate provided by Google Play Store as of 01/03/2017.
Since WeChat and QQ’s mainly operate on the Chinese market, their
numbers were taken from Huawei’s application store.
Hangouts’ numbers might not reflect its actual popularity, since Android













If both sides of the communication agree the configuration
parameters of the payload then the header section that carries
this information becomes redundant. It is then possible to
reduce header size, and ultimately remove it altogether, by
standardising every parameter of the transmission.
SPVS uses only one codec with a very specific set of
parameters, making payload headers completely obsolete and
allowing every packet to carry only the compressed speech
signal.
3) Header-to-payload ratio reduction: Even if the payload
does not carry a single bit of header information, every single
network protocol will envelop all data produced by the layer
above and append its own headers to it. Since those protocols
are usually outside the scope of the application and only
accessible by the OS layer or lower, the changes proposed
in III-A1 cannot be applied here.
To reduce the overhead imposed by the network protocol
stack we have used a frame size of 100ms instead of 20ms.
This change allows for a better usage of the network in-
frastructure, similar to the optimisations provided by Nagle’s
algorithm [14] on TCP.
Using 100ms frames results in the economy of 4 frames
when comparing with 20ms frames. The data economy can be
represented by the following relationship:
S = (Hip +Hudp) ∗ 4 (1)
where Hip represents the size of the IP header, Hudp is
the size of the UDP header and S is the amount of data saved
by each 100ms frame sent.
According to [16], possible values for Hip are 20 ≤ Hip ≤
60 bytes. The header in the UDP has a fixed size [17], thus
Hudp = 8 bytes. Using these values, it is possible to calculate
the amount of data saved, 112 ≤ S ≤ 272 bytes per frame.
4) Silence detection: In a normal conversation, usually only
one of the participants is speaking while the other is listening
to what is being said. If an application is not aware of this
special case, it will always record and send speech information
both ways.
Using silence detection algorithms, it is possible to avoid
sending useless data through the wire5.
The SPVS has a special silence packet, which is sent by
the application whenever it detects its user has gone silent.
5The Speex library, for example, ships with built in algorithms for silence
detection [18].
Laptop 1 Lenovo Thinkpad T420
Laptop 2 Dell Latitude E7270
Operating system Debian GNU/Linux (stretch)
Kernel version 4.6.0-1-amd64
Cell phone 1 Motorolla Moto G3 (Android 6.0)
Cell phone 2 Sony-Ericsson Xperia (Android 6.0)
TABLE II
EQUIPMENT USED ON THE EXPERIMENTS
This packet also doubles as a keep-alive message, being sent
periodically by the silent side in order to maintain the open
connection.
5) Codec selection: As a freely available open source voice
codec, SPEEX was selected to be integrated into the SPVS
solution. It also provides a good result when compared with
other narrowband voice codecs like AMR and iLBC [10] [15]
[7].
6) Compression level: SPEEX has many compression lev-
els that decrease speech fidelity in order to decrease the overall
size of the stream. This value ranges between 0 and 10, the
former being the one with the highest compression but lowest
quality while the latter is the opposite. We decided to use
compression level 3. We have found that any higher setting
does not provide an improvement of the perceived speech
quality through the phone speaker.
7) Transport protocol selection: Although TCP [19] was
built to be reliable and stable, its retransmission routines are
usually more harmful to real-time applications like VoIP than
the lost data they were designed to recover.
As UDP [17] only checks for consistency errors inside the
packet and silently discard the corrupt ones, it was selected as
the most suitable to the application. Its headers also contain
only 8 bytes, reducing even more the overhead on every packet
sent.
In order to reduce the chances of datagram fragmentation
and avoid delays caused by reassembly, every SPVS datagram
has a maximum size of 160 bytes.
IV. EVALUATION
Section IV-A will analyse the network performance of the
SPVS, described in section III, against the competing solutions
in order to test the assertions made in section I.
To achieve this goal, we designed two experiments. The
first measures the network performance of the solutions by
comparing the data transmission rates and overall data usage
for the same message, detailed in section IV-A. The second is
a MOS adherent listening test to access the perceived speech
quality of the solutions, described in section IV-B.
For these experiments, we have selected some of the most
commonly used applications in the western market, namely
“Facebook Messenger”, Hangouts, Line, Skype, Telegram,
Viber, WhatsApp. We have also selected two popular Chinese
applications in order to represent that market, namely QQ and
WeChat. Table I refers to the number of installed devices for
all aforementioned applications.
Fig. 2. Representation of the experiment.
A. Network performance test
This experiment was designed to provide quantitative data
for the analysis on section IV-D. We used two Android mobile
phones (see table II) where the tested application would be
installed with two GNU/Linux laptops acting as access points
for both mobile phones and an earphone to reproduce a half-
minute-long audio file through both devices’ microphones.
Figure 2 is an illustration of this experiment.
In order to properly intercept all data going through the
Internet, both phones were connected to it via the wireless
access points provided by both laptops, which were connected
to the Internet via two independent Ethernet cables.
Using a personalised command-line interface described on
sub-section IV-C to schedule 40 test executions for each
application described in section I. This CLI was responsible
for synchronising the actions of both computers during each
test.
All tests performed followed these steps:
• All tests are queued on the console, grouped by applica-
tion.
• Using a “next” command, the terminal loads the next test
and waits for a user input. This input signals that both
phones are connected in a call and ready for the audio
playback.
• Once the “enter” key is pressed, “tcpdump” is invoked
as a background process, in order to record all network
activity necessary for data collection.
• Immediately after the last step, the tool plays a half-
minute-long audio file. This file contains phrases that
alternate between the left and right channels to simulate
a conversation with moments of activity and silence.
• Both sides wait until the audio reproduction is complete.
Then the terminal signals “tcpdump” to stop recording
the network.
• A counter is incremented to signals the completion of this
test and the interface waits for a new “next” command
or another user interaction.
All data collected by tcpdump was filtered using Wireshark,
a network packet capture tool, which can conveniently read the
format used by tcpdump and output the desired fields into the
console, for further analysis.
Since all data going through the laptop was recorded into
files, the most accessed IP address for that call was used to
filter the data.
B. Mean opinion score (MOS) test
The second experiment is a MOS test, divided into two
parts; a recording session and the listening test. The first half
aims to record speech samples as they are received by the
mobile device after being transmitted through all the solutions
listed in IV. The second half is a listening test using the MOS
scale of the aforementioned samples.
As recommended by [3], all original samples contain two
short phrases separated by a brief moment of silence by the
speaker. Both phrases also did not have obvious relationship
between each other. All samples are shorter than three seconds.
As recommended by [20], all samples were normalised to
-26 LKFS 6 with maximum true peak under -1 dBTP 7.
The recording session used two mobile phones to simulate a
conversation. The first phone was placed inside a sound room
and had two speakers were set at 10cm distance of the first
phone’s microphone and sound levels were calibrated to be
under 80 dB(A) 8. The ambient noise level of the sound room
was 33.9 dB(A). This phone was used to call the second phone
using one of the applications mentioned in I. The second phone
was directly connected to a laptop using an auxiliary audio
cable and was used to record the calls.
The recording procedure went as follows:
• Device 1 called Device 2. Device 2 answered the call.
• Speech sample was reproduced for Device 1.
• Speech received by Device 2 was recorded by the com-
puter.
• All steps were repeated for all applications, using the
same male and female speech samples.
After the recording, all resulting samples were renormalised
to -26 LKFS with maximum true peak under -1 dBTP and
loaded into the survey application.
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [3] test was then per-
formed with the assistance of a mobile application, followed
these steps:
• The subjects received a mobile device with a MOS test
application running.
• They were presented to the starting screen, which con-
tains the basic instructions for the test.
• Before the real test, users were presented with a trial run
with 6 samples: Female and male speech samples using
16 kHz PCM, 12 kHz PCM, 8 kHz PCM. The score for
this trial test was not used in the results.
• By the end of the trial run, the subject could ask questions
about the procedure. Technical questions could only be
answered after the end of the experiment.
6The LKFS value represent the loudness of the sample, where each increase
of 1 dB will produce a 1 LKFS unit increase on loudness readings [21].
7“True-peak level is the maximum (positive or negative) value of the signal
waveform in the continuous time domain; this value may be higher than the
largest sample value in the 48 kHz time-sampled domain.” [21]
8The dB(A) value represent the sound level, weighted according to the
response of the human ear [22].
Application Wire throughput (kb/s) Payload throughput (kb/s) Packet rate (p/s) Frame size (bytes) Payload size (bytes) Payload-to-header ratio
Horizon (SPVS) 8.24 5.90 7.97 130 93 2.52
WhatsApp 23.59 17.44 22.23 133 99 2.83
QQ 28.64 20.07 31.08 116 81 2.34
Facebook 29.23 24.02 16.76 219 180 4.61
Viber 40.66 28.22 45.02 113 79 2.27
WeChat 44.85 35.83 33.13 170 136 3.98
Telegram 48.22 40.40 27.71 218 183 5.17
Line 53.82 42.21 42.33 159 125 3.64
Hangouts 59.06 32.35 50.80 146 80 1.21
Skype 84.54 61.69 83.98 126 92 2.70
TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN VARIOUS APPLICATIONS PERFORMANCES
Fig. 3. Screen capture of the MOS test application.
• After all questions were satisfied, the subject would press
the “start” button to the first sample of the real test. All
speech samples are loaded in a random order.
• In this screen, the user had to first listen to the sample in
its entirety, by pressing a “play” button.
• After the playback, the subject graded the quality of the
audio sample. This scale was represented by the following
options:
– 5 - Excellent
– 4 - Good
– 3 - Fair
– 2 - Poor
– 1 - Bad
• Previous steps were repeated until all samples have been
evaluated.
After all subjects evaluated all samples, a simple average
was applied to all applications scores in order to produce the
final results.
C. Tool Support
A personalised command-line interface was created to co-
ordinate both laptops in all the tasks they were performing
during the first experiment. This interface is able to connect
the computers, interface with local network configuration by
invoking “tcpdump” [23] and “tc” [24], and it’s also capable
of rollback a test if needed.
Two bash scripts were written for filtering of data after its
collection. These filters use “tshark” [25] to filter the pcap files
created by “tcpdump”.9.
The audio sample was reproduced using “mplayer” [26], a
command-line interface player which was called by the script
before changing the network properties.
All data was collected using “tcpdump” [23], a tool for
inspecting all traffic on a network and storing all data into
disk. The output format is widely supported by many tools.
For data analysis, “tshark” [25] and “Wireshark” [27] were
selected for filtering the results, removing unrelated network
traffic and for selecting only the fields necessary for the
analysis.
“Tc” [24] is a tool created to configure traffic control inside
the Linux kernel. It is used for defining rules for incoming and
outgoing packets on a device. This tool has many extensions,
so called queuing disciplines or “qdiscs”, which are queues
used to save packets while the network interface isn’t ready
to handle them.
In this experiment, every call happened after “tc” was used
to create a new class. This class was configured to limit
the bit rate to 100kbps, ensuring the application would use
a narrowband codec and giving the previously mentioned
terminal some band to run commands without interfering with
the experiment.
9These scripts, along with set up advice, are available from the from the
authors on request.
Application Female Speech Male Speech Overall
Horizon (SPVS) 2.72 (0.89) 2.39 (0.97) 2.56 (0.94)
Facebook 2.67 (1.14) 2.61 (1.04) 2.64 (1.07)
QQ 3.06 (1.16) 3.11 (1.08) 3.08 (1.11)
WhatsApp 3.89 (0.76) 3.33 (0.91) 3.61 (0.87)
Telegram 4.17 (0.79) 3.78 (1.00) 3.97 (0.91)
WeChat 3.89 (0.96) 4.06 (0.80) 3.97 (0.88)
Line 4.39 (0.85) 4.56 (0.62) 4.47 (0.74)
Hangouts 4.78 (0.43) 4.33 (0.84) 4.56 (0.70)
Viber 4.50 (0.62) 4.67 (0.49) 4.58 (0.55)
Skype 4.83 (0.38) 4.44 (0.71) 4.64 (0.59)
TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE MOS EXPERIMENT USING HEADPHONES
Application Female Speech Male Speech Overall
Horizon (SPVS) 2.83 (1.17) 1.83 (0.75) 2.33 (1.07)
Facebook 3.33 (0.52) 2.50 (0.84) 2.92 (0.79)
QQ 3.33 (0.52) 2.67 (1.37) 3.00 (1.04)
WhatsApp 4.00 (0.63) 3.67 (1.03) 3.83 (0.84)
Telegram 4.67 (0.52) 4.00 (1.10) 4.33 (0.89)
WeChat 4.00 (0.63) 4.33 (0.82) 4.17 (0.72)
Line 4.33 (0.82) 4.33 (0.82) 4.33 (0.79)
Hangouts 4.83 (0.41) 4.50 (0.84) 4.67 (0.65)
Viber 4.50 (0.55) 4.33 (0.82) 4.42 (0.67)
Skype 5.00 (0.00) 4.33 (0.82) 4.67 (0.65)
TABLE V
RESULTS OF THE MOS EXPERIMENT USING THE PHONE’S EARPIECE
For the second experiment, a simple mobile application was
developed to reproduce the sounds and collect the scores given
by the users.
D. Quantitative Analysis Results: Bandwidth Usage
Table III has a comparison between all applications analysed
as part of our evaluation.
• “Wire throughput” is an average data rate going through
the network, including the headers for the physical,
datalink, network and transport layers.
• “Payload throughput” is also an average data rate, includ-
ing only the data carried by the transport layer, without
its headers.
• “Packet rate” is the average number of packets sent per
second.
• “Frame size” is an average of each individual packet size,
including the entire network overhead while payload size
removes the same overhead sizes.
• “Payload-to-header ratios” are simple ratios between the
payload size and the average network overhead size,
which is the frame size minus the payload size.
When compared against the second closest competing so-
lution in the first three categories, the SPVS uses, in average,
65%, 66% and 52% respectively less resources.
The results are striking - using less than half bandwidth
than the second closest solution, the SPVS has a significant
network performance lead in this experiment.
E. Qualitative Analysis Results: Mean Opinion Score
Table IV and table V have comparisons of the opinion
scores given to all applications tested in this experiment.
Higher scores indicate better quality perceived by the users.
The numbers inside brackets are standard deviations of all
scores, smaller numbers represent higher agreement between
participants. The first table is organised in ascending order of
overall scores while the second table keeps the same order to
facilitate comparison.
The data contained in table IV was generated by averaging
answers given by 18 participants using headphones. Table V
uses the answers of 6 participants using the phone’s earpiece.
Female and male speech samples’ scores are listed indi-
vidually because different solutions may act in different ways
between different voice ranges. Overall scores are the result
of a simple average between all scores given to both male and
female speech samples of the same application.
V. DISCUSSION
Application Overall MOS Wire throughput (kb/s) Cost (cents/s)
Horizon (SPVS) 2.56 8.24 0.08
WhatsApp 3.61 23.59 0.23
QQ 3.08 28.64 0.28
Facebook 2.64 29.23 0.29
Viber 4.58 40.66 0.40
WeChat 3.97 44.85 0.44
Telegram 3.97 48.22 0.47
Line 4.47 53.82 0.53
Hangouts 4.56 59.06 0.58
Skype 4.64 84.54 0.83
TABLE VI
AVERAGE APPROXIMATE COST OF A CALL (ASSUMING 10 CENTS/MB
COST)
The SPVS shows the best results with respect to the amount
of data sent through the network, using at worst half as much
data as the second closest competitor but on average 80% less
throughput than other competitors.
Table VI shows the average cost per second of a call
using each solution tested. In order to calculate the correct
cost, we have assumed an approximate 10 USD cents/MB 10,
since a precise figure would vary between contract agreements
between the solution’s developer and it’s internet service
provider.
Skype had the best payload-to-header ratio, but that was
because the payload carried by each packet was also larger in
comparison to the size of the header.
It is also surprising that most of the tested solutions were
using TCP as transport protocol instead of UDP, which would
be the more sensible choice for real time applications like
mobile VoIP, given the reasons discussed in section III-A7.
As expected, there is a clear correlation between the solu-
tions that used more bandwidth to transmit the speech samples
and the final scores given by the participants, as seen in table
IV.
Table V suggests that the participants might give better
scores when listening the same samples when using the
phone’s earpiece instead of headphones.
Although male speech samples show higher deviations in
table V when compared to the values in table IV, possibly
10This is standard rate for inter-telecom company GSM data
due to its lower tones, both the female speech samples and
the overall scores had lower deviations. This implies a higher
degree of agreement between the participants when using the
device’s earpieces instead of headphones.
Another important aspect of mobile VoIP solutions is their
ability to tolerate faults caused by a number of network
problems. Many applications bet on sending smaller amounts
of data more frequently in order to reduce the relevance of
the packets lost, the SPVS tries to send larger amounts of data
less frequently. While this behaviour may cause lost packet to
be more perceptible to the listener, the developers hope the
larger buffer and less intense packet rate to be ideal for bad
network conditions and further studies are required to prove
this hypothesis.
VI. ECOLOGICAL VALIDITY
To improve the ecological validity of this study and avoid
any interruptions or sudden loud noises that might distract the
participant of the task, it was conducted in a sound room.
Both male and female speech samples were used in order
to account for possible variations that could be introduced by
the codecs tested due to differences in tone and pitch.
The subjects were first introduced to a set of samples in a
preliminary test, designed to familiarise them with the score
collection application and the task of grading the samples.
All samples were presented in random order for each
listener, with no preference for any application or speaker
gender, in order to reduce priming effects that any particular
sample might cause to subsequent scores.
VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Network fluctuations could affect the results of this experi-
ment, making one solution appear better or worse than it would
have been otherwise. Traffic shaping rules could also affect the
numbers in a similar fashion.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
We intend to analyse ways to improve the current protocol.
Ideas for future refinements include:
• A detailed study about the effects of some bad network
conditions in the scores given to all solutions.
• A dictionary that will store common patterns produced
by the codec to further compress the information being
transmitted.
• A permanent personal audio profile to improve codec
compression when talking with the same person more
than once.
IX. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the SPVS shows very promising results in
regards to bandwidth consumption while still maintaining ac-
ceptable perceived quality when compared to other competing
solutions in the mobile VoIP market.
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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the feasibility of using
an automated speech-to-speech pipeline to encode voice samples
instead of regular voice codecs, in situations that require high
data compression with high packet loss scenarios.
To analyse the advantages of using a speech-to-text transcrip-
tion as a voice encoder and a text-to-speech synthesis as a decoder
and compare it against standard a PCM A-law codec, we have
measured the error rate of user-transcribed sentences based on
the Semantically Unpredictable Sentences (SUS) test.
Some of the PCM speech samples were also played in a way
to simulate poor network conditions, specifically 5% and 10%
packet loss. These were added to compare the performance of
the speech-to-text method to standard voice codecs.
Additionally, we have evaluated how similar the transcribed
messages were to the ground truth by measuring the Levenshtein
distance between the sentences and also their Double Metaphone
phonetic representations.
We conclude it may be feasible to use speech-to-text as a codec,
as the results of do not show a significant difference between the
synthesised voice and the real voice.
Index Terms—mobile, VoIP, speech-to-text, text-to-speech,
codec, sus
I. INTRODUCTION
In the dawn of the 5G era and even with the ever-increasing
pace of the expansion of 4G network infrastructures, there are
still areas of the world with little to no support to modern
mobile connections. The reasons for this lack of coverage may
be political, physical or even economical in nature. Together
they paint a scenario where the percentage of the population
reached by such technologies is higher than the total area of
the world they cover.
In such regions of the world, a user may be required to
use older and more limited technologies such as 1G or 2G
connections, or they may be forced to adopt more expensive
Satellite-based internet links. These technologies may not be
suitable for modern mobile Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
technologies, or at the very least make its use prohibitively
expensive. Although it would be common to employ the use
of bandwidth-optimised codecs such as the one described in
[1], the increase in noise generated during the compression
phase might not be desirable in some contexts.
We propose that a higher compression rate and a potential
increase in the intelligibility of the messages transmitted could
be achieved by combining both automated speech transcription
and voice synthesis methods as a replacement for standard
voice codecs. Our preliminary tests [2] were motivated by rel-
atively recent developments in speech recognition techniques
such as Baidu’s Deep Speech architecture [3], and indicate
that ‘compression rates’ achievable for such method would be
well above 90% and could be further improved by the use of
any regular text compression algorithms.
To assess the feasibility of replacing a voice codec with
speech transcription and synthesis, we have evaluated the
intelligibility of messages exchanged using this method against
8kHz 16bit PCM speech samples compressed using the A-
law codec. Although there are better voice codecs than the
previously mentioned PCM samples, we believe this specific
configuration provides a useful benchmark on how heavily
compressed speech codecs sound like.
A set of prerecorded speech samples were encoded using
both methods and subsequently presented to a set of par-
ticipants to be transcribed in a notebook provided by the
experiment conductor. This evaluation was heavily based on
the Semantically Unpredictable Sentences (SUS) [4] test. After
the transcription phase, all data were normalised and measured
for their Word Error Rates (WER) and Levenshtein distances.
These algorithms compare the original sentence against the
phrase transcribed by the participants and return a number that
increases proportionally with the number of changes required
to transform the former into the latter. The numbers were then
grouped by the encoding process and then averaged to measure
the levels of intelligibility they had achieved.
Our results show a similar level of intelligibility between all
compression methods tested, with an average of 7% decrease
in the correctly transcribed words between the best and the
worst group.
We conclude that it is feasible to use automated speech
transcription and voice synthesis as a speech codec, providing
massive savings of bandwidth usage for the user at the cost
of some level of intelligibility in their communication.
II. RELATED WORK
Speech-to-text solutions have been incorporated into multi-
ple solutions in the past couple of years. They provide a faster
way to type text while freeing the hands of the user for other
tasks. Additionally, they also give new accessibility options
for people with multiple types of disabilities, improving their
inclusion in an increasingly touchscreen-dominated world.
Condado and Lobo [5] used speech synthesis to enable users
with speech disabilities to use VoIP applications, as long as
they support Microsoft’s Speech Application Programming In-
terface, version 5 (SAPI 5). Their solution also provided users
with access to the Public Switched Telephone Network via
Skype, which allows them to make calls to regular landlines
and cellphones.
Lewis [6] also extended Skype’s functionalities to provide
a voice communication tool for people with severe hearing
disabilities using a speech-to-speech pipeline, which was com-
posed of a speech-to-text transcription step, a machine transla-
tion engine and a text-to-speech synthesiser. Their results also
implied this pipeline was powerful enough to run in real-time,
surprising some of their users.
Lavie et al. [7] have also developed a VoIP application
that relies on a similarly composed speech-to-speech pipeline
to provide a translation tool for a VoIP application which,
in conjunction to a drawing board component, was used to
offer directions for tourists in multiple languages. Their speech
translation modules are better detailed by Rossato et al. in
[8], where they achieved a 40% success rate while translating
between French and Italian.
Benoı̂t et al. [9] used Semantically Unpredictable Sentences
to evaluate a multilingual synthesiser within the ESPRIT SAM
project. Hazan and Grice [10] then focused on the learning
effect aspects of the experiment. This experiment was later
described by Benoı̂t et al. in [4].
Sityaev et al. [11] compared the ITU-T Recommendation
P.85 [12] for text-to-speech assessments with Benoı̂t et al. [4]’s
SUS, and concluded that the latter provides a more rigorous
measure of intelligibility between the systems while the former
could still give additional data to a study.
Takezawa et al. [13] have developed a speech-to-speech
translation system for the hotel room reservation domain using
a speaker-independent phoneme-context-dependent acoustic
model and a language model of variable-order N-gram.
III. SPEECH-TO-SPEECH PIPELINE
The use of a speech-to-speech pipeline is not new in the
field, as it has been used multiple times to provide automated
translation services and assistive capabilities to Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) platforms, as demonstrated by Section II. This
pipeline is mainly composed of a speech recognition phase,
which converts speech audio streams into text streams, and a
speech synthesis phase which converts the text back into sound
using a computer-generated voice. The whole process is very
modular and can be further expanded to include additional
steps like speech normalisation and machine translation.
Due to the complexity of the speech transcription problem,
many developers adopt the use of third-party cloud-based
solutions developed by technology giants like Microsoft and
Google execute both the speech transcription and synthesis.
This requires them to upload and download the speech streams
to the service provider’s servers before any change can be
made to the source material. Such streams may represent a
significant portion of the data consumed by these solutions,
which could be reduced if both the transcription and synthesis
phases were executed locally, in the mobile device itself.
With the constant advancement of mobile devices process-
ing power, it is possible to run speech transcription services
that are independent of internet connections like Mozilla’s
Deep Speech implementation [14] of Baidu’s Deep Speech
architecture [3] which could, with some effort, be ported to
Android-based mobile devices as they support both Intel and
Atom processors as targets for their project.
On the other end, it was possible to convert the text streams
back into speech samples using the Text-To-Speech (TTS) API
already included in the standard Android library, which was
tested to work in flight mode and could be easily integrated
to the testing application.
Codec Size Bit Rate





AVERAGE SIZE AND BIT RATE OF THE SAMPLE SET
Table I has the average size of all samples in the set when
encoded using various voice codecs and illustrates the possible
bandwidth savings that can be achieved by compressing speech
into text. The PCM A-law-encoded samples were encoded
using a sampling rate of 8kHz with 256 quantisation levels, or
8 bits per sample, effectively resulting in a 64kbps data stream.
The Speex samples were encoded using the Average Bit Rate
(ABR) flag set to 64kbps, providing similar-sounding quality to
the PCM samples. Similarly, the Opus-encoded samples were
encoded using the flag Variable Bit Rate (VBR) set to 8kbps
for the same reason. The average length of the samples in the
set is of 2.6 seconds. Further optimisations like frame header
omission and silence detection, described in [1], could reduce
the size of both the Opus and SPEEX encoded samples.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Our experiment was based on the Semantically Unpre-
dictable Sentences (SUS) [4] test, which requires the genera-
tion of random sentences that contain no semantic meaning but
have a valid syntactic structure. We picked the words used to
build such sentences from a list of the most common words in
American English [15], giving preference to words with only
one or two syllables.
Inappropriate sentences were filtered out from the set, and
subsequently, a recording session was set up in a sound
room to generate speech samples for all these sentences. The
ambient noise level at the recording room was measured at
33.5 dB(A). During the recording session, the speaker was
instructed to speak naturally while keeping a distance of 10cm
from the microphone.
After recording, the audio files were split by sentences and
re-encoded to PCM A-law with a sampling rate of 8kHz using
8 bits per sample, or 256 quantisation levels. Although this
codec has long been outdated, it serves as a reasonable low
bar on how heavily compressed voice codecs may sound.
The uncompressed speech samples were then transcribed
using Mozilla’s implementation [14] of Baidu’s Deep Speech
architecture [3], to simulate how a message would be trans-
lated into text on the speaker’s phone. These transcriptions
were then saved into text files.
A simple Android application was created to perform the ex-
periment, containing all speech and text samples, of which 70
were randomly selected at the start of the test and distributed
as equally as possible in four different output categories: Text-
to-speech synthesis, PCM with 0% loss simulation, PCM with
5% loss simulation and PCM with 10% loss simulation. The
loss simulation was achieved by randomly dropping frames
according to the loss level desired, to simulate dropped UDP
packets.
The user was presented to one of the sentences, which they
were to transcribe in a paper previously provided at the start
of the experiment. The application had a button that allowed
the user to decide when they were ready for the next sample.
The application logged the sentences that were presented to
the user, the order in which they were reproduced, and what
was the selected encoding method. Using this information,
we manually checked every word transcribed for correctness.
The results were all assembled the two tables, presenting a
sentence-level view and a word-level view.
We had 17 participants in this study, with ages ranging from
20 to 40, of which 12 were native English speakers, and 5 were
second-language English speakers.
V. EVALUATION
Words Correct Subst. Ins. Del. WER (%)
TTS 6.77 5.87 0.61 0.09 0.29 14.49
TTS (Perfect) 6.78 6.06 0.47 0.05 0.25 11.16
PCM 0% loss 6.82 6.27 0.36 0.07 0.19 9.00
PCM 5% loss 6.76 6.10 0.36 0.06 0.30 10.60
PCM 10% loss 6.74 5.76 0.36 0.10 0.61 15.95
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF THE WER OF THE SELECTED COMPRESSION METHODS
Table II presents the averaged results of the experiment
previously described in IV in a word-by-word view. The words
transcribed were normalised in such way as to allow words
that have similar sounds but different spellings, such as knows
[n9Uz] and nose [n9Uz], to be considered the same word. To
ensure the words had identical phonetic representation, we
have consulted the online version of the Cambridge Dictionary
[16] which, at the time of the writing, provides a convenient
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) representation of both
the American and the British pronunciations of the words. Ad-
ditionally, words ending in ‘s’ or ‘ed’ were also normalised to
their singular, present tense forms, as these suffixes were often
added by the participants whenever the word was followed by
the article ‘the’. Although the difference in the columns 2 to
4 numbers do not seem very significant at first glance, all
values are relative to the average number of words present in
the first column, and therefore increase approximately 1% for
each 0.06 points increase.
Additionally, it was very uncommon for the participants
to add a word in the sentence. In our experiment, most of
the insertions occurred when a word was interpreted as two
separated words, which correlates with the lower differences
in the ‘insertions’ column.
The sentences were then measured for their Word Error
Rate (WER), which represents how much of the ground truth
sentence had to be changed to obtain the hypothesis sentence.
To calculate this number, we first need to calculate the Lev-
enshtein distance between the sentences, using the algorithm
described in [17]. For each step of this algorithm, we check
which of the following four categories results in the least
amount of changes and add that number to the total amount
of changes made.
• Correct words (C): The next character in the ground truth
sentence matches the next character in the hypothesis
sentence and no changes were required.
• Insertion (I): The next character in the hypothesis sen-
tence does not exist in the ground truth sentence. This
represents how many extra characters the hypothesis had
when compared to the ground truth.
• Deletion (D): The next character in the ground truth
sentence was omitted from the hypothesis sentence. This
represents how many characters were missing in the
hypothesis.
• Substitution (S): The next character in the ground truth
sentence does not match the next character in the hypoth-
esis sentence.
The results of these four categories are typically summed and
presented as the minimum number of edits required to turn one
sentence into the other, and therefore is sometimes referred to
as the ‘edit distance’ between the sentences.
The WER uses a very similar algorithm to the one described
above, but it operates in a word-by-word instead of a character-
by-character basis. Additionally, the numbers are also length-
normalised using the following equation:
WER =
S +D + I
S +D + C
(1)
This equation typically results in numbers between 0 and 1,
that are often presented as percentages and represents how
much of the ground truth sentence was changed to transform
it into the hypothesis. An additional codec added in the form of
the TTS (Perfect), which represents how well the participant
would have transcribed the original message if the Speech-
To-Text (STT) process had been flawless. To evaluate this
data, we have used the output of the STT process as the
ground truth, instead of the original sentence, and then we
compared it against the hypothesis sentence to generate the
results presented. This allowed us to analyse another aspect
of using a speech-to-speech pipeline as an encoding method
without requiring extra effort from the participants.
0 Errors (%) 1 Error (%) 2 Errors (%) 3+ Errors (%)
TTS 21 66 8 5
TTS (Perfect) 38 54 4 4
PCM 0% loss 48 47 3 2
PCM 5% loss 44 46 6 4
PCM 10% loss 30 53 6 11
TABLE III
THE ACCURACY OF THE LISTENER’S TRANSCRIPTION BY SENTENCE
Table III shows the results under the sentence correctness
level. The results were divided into 4 bands with sentences
that had 0, 1, 2, and 3 or more errors being represented by
their own individual columns. An error is counted for each
word not considered correct in the sentences transcribed by
the participants using the same data used to calculate the data
in Table II.
Avg. LD Avg. PD
TTS 4.32 1.68
TTS (Perfect) 3.33 1.15
PCM 0% loss 2.37 0.94
PCM 5% loss 3.35 1.25
PCM 10% loss 5.03 1.94
TABLE IV
AVERAGE LEVENSHTEIN DISTANCE AND PHONETIC DISTANCE OF THE
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Table IV presents a more mathematical approach to mea-
suring the correctness of the sentences. This was achieved by
measuring the Levenshtein distance [17] between the original
sentence and the one transcribed by the user. The output of
this algorithm represents the minimal amount of insertions,
deletions and substitutions needed to transform the ground
truth sentence into the hypothesis sentence.
Although this method gives us a metric for measuring the
precision of the transcription, it does not take into account
phonetic similarities that might have thrown off the listener
during the transcription process, like in the words ‘leaf’
[li:f] and ’leave’ [li:v]. Therefore we have also added a
second metric, by converting all sentences into their phonetic
representations using the Double Metaphone algorithm [18].
At the time of writing, a freely available implementation of
this algorithm can be found on GitHub [19]. This algorithm
ignores all vowels and converges similar consonants like ‘f’
and ‘v’ into the same character, in this case ‘f’, which can
be used to search, index and compare similar-sounding strings
phonetically. As such, both the words ‘leaf’ and ‘leave’ would
be represented by the same string: ‘lf’. These strings are
then fed into the previously mentioned Levenshtein distance
function. Since every character now represents a phoneme, the
edit distance between the strings now represents a ‘phonetic
distance’ between the sentences.
In both cases, a lower number is preferable to a higher
number, as fewer changes would need to be made to make the
Fig. 1. Errors by word
original and the transcribed sequences equal.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we will be discussing the results of the
experiments performed in Section IV.
Figure VI is a bar graph where each bar is divided into four
bands, representing one of the following categories: Correct
words, Substitutions, Insertions and Deletions. All columns
start at 75% to improve the readability of the graph, as it
would otherwise be difficult to distinguish some of the bands.
Our data set suggests the speech-to-speech pipeline is very
close to the PCM with 10% loss in regards to the correct
words, but the latter seems to promote more deletions than
substitutions. We believe this is due to the frame drops being
quite evident in the 10% set, priming the users to just skip the
words instead of guessing them.
On the other hand, the hypothetical ‘perfect’ version of the
TTS solution behaved in a closer manner to the PCM with 5%
loss, and as such closer to the ideal zero-loss scenario. This
suggests there are still improvements to be made to the STT
process that could bring the performance on par with the 5%
loss scenario. We believe this is a positive sign which suggests
that under specific situations, it might be beneficial to trade
a better accuracy for the leaner, and therefore cheaper, data
payload provided by the STS solutions.
Figure VI’s bands divided by the number of errors detected
in the transcriptions. It shows the PCM 10% performing better
STS for 0 and 1 errors, but worse for 2 or more errors, where
the latter overtakes former, due to PCM 10% having more
frequent missing words in the transcribed sentences than STS
had.
This figure also suggests a stronger similarity between
all the other three methods, where the zero-loss case has
a small edge over the others by having fewer errors. We
believe these methods might be expressing close results due
to the unpredictable nature of the speech sample set, and their
differences may be better perceived in a study using a more
predictable data set.
Fig. 2. Errors by sentence
Fig. 3. Levenshtein distance of sentences
In figure VI, we have used this algorithm to measure
how similar the sentences transcribed by the users and the
original sentences where on a character-by-character basis.
These results, alongside with the WER measured in Table II,
demonstrate how fewer changes were made to the original
message when it went through the STS solution and suggest
its use may be a viable option in high network packet loss
scenarios.
VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
One major threat to the validity of this system would be the
use of a cloud-based APIs for both the speech transcription
and the speech synthesis processes, as sending the raw audio
for analysis through the internet would defeat the purpose of
using STS as a compression method in the first place. This has
been avoided by the use of Mozilla’s Deep Speech engine to
transcribe the recorded samples which can run locally in the
testing machine and does not depend on network connections
to perform its function.
Another threat would be noise introduced in the assessment
due to the use of public network infrastructure, which could
introduce too many variations of quality of service throughout
the day as the density of connected devices changes due to the
number of students and staff present in the university campus.
We have opted to avoid this problem by simulating packet loss
artificially during the reproduction of the speech samples.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Based on the data in figure VI, we are confident that it is
feasible to use speech-to-text as a codec. Although it does not
perform better than a regular 8kHz-sampled 16bit PCM A-law
voice codec in respect to the intelligibility of the message sent
through the channel, it does perform well enough to justify
its use in situations where the network connection may be
in an unreliable state, extreme cost savings are required. In
such situations, protocols could be established to minimise the
number of errors generated by the STS process, like slower
and more precise pronunciation of the words by the speaker,
code words to delimit the messages and message confirmations
by the listener.
Additionally, we are confident that the performance of the
STT process can still be improved, as Mozilla’s implementa-
tion of Deep Speech is relatively young, and still under heavy
development.
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